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ABSTRACT

Cyprus has been influenced by many people and races. Still scattered
around are the remnants of previous civilizations with the most historical landmarks
having been lefi by the Phoenicians, the Greeks, the Romans and the Byzantine. From
these civilizations many ancient monuments have been discovered and brought to the
surface. A major problem for Cypms is the protection of these antiquities. Laws have
been passed to accomplish this but one result of these laws is the need to compensate the
owners of lands on which antiquities have been found.
This research assesses the legal, econornic, and land information issues
related to the protection of antiquities in Cyprus. It describes the problems that often &se
between the Acquiring Authority and the legal owner in cases of compulsory acquisition
land. The methods of valuation used in deriving the amount of compensation payable are
exarnined, including court cases where the value of land is in question. An evaluation of the
associated problems is given, as well as recommendation to remedy the problems.
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Cyprus. the birthploce of the Goddess of Love und Beauty. A
symbolic realization of the i s l d naturail beuuties and its poetic.
romantic environment. Bathed in the splendeur of nine thousund
yeurs of civilization. cypms is a tremre trove of history. Our
small island republic flaunts the remnants of ifs rich past with
medieval cades, Byzantine churches, Hellenic and Roman culture
and solid Venetian waUs. [CyprusTourism ûrganization ]

Cyprus, due to its long and tempestuous history, dating back to the neolithic
times (7500 BC), is a very attractive and fascinahg country for the foreign visitor. The
numerous conquerors and settlers have left their irnprints on the surface of the island
which currently constitutes an open-air ethnographie museum. It has oAen been written
that nowhere else in the world will the visitor find a similar size of land with such a large
variety of physical and manmade environments.
The following sections covering the geography and population of Cyprus, brief
historical events, remnants of p s t civilkations and land tenue are designed to introduce
the reader to Cyprus as well as to show how rich the island is in ancient monuments. The
system of land tenue, dong with the reasons that have caused certain areas of the island's
land to increase in value, are also introduced. These reasons set the scene for the disputes
that arise where land is compulsorily acquired due to its ancient value.
The scope and objectives of this research are to show how complex the task of
assessing the values of lands, imposed with restrictions and limitations, has become for
the professional valuer. It will identify the problems and associated legal, economic, and

information issues that prevail with lands of historicai and archaeological significance,
especially in cases of compulsory acquisition.

1.1 Cyprus: Background Information

1.1.1

Geography and Population of Cyprus
The Republic of Cyprus lies in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. With an area of

9251 square kilometres, it is the third largest island in the Mediterranean. Cyprus is

adrninistratively divided into six districts, Nicosia, Famagusta, Paphos, Limassol, Lamaca
and Kyrenia Nicosia is the capital city and the fiaancial centre of Cyprus. Limassol is the

main port and industrial centre, and is also a tourist mort. The other two largest cities
Larnaca, the site of Cyprus' second commercial port, and Paphos

-

- are also popular

holiday resorts and are served by international airports. Famagusta had been the site of
the island's main port and tourist resort but due to the Turkish invasion and occupation of
the most of that area, the port is not fùnctional. Kyrcnia lies entirely within the Turkish

occupied part of Cyprus.
The estimated population of Cyprus is 719,000 of which 82 % belong to the
Greek Cypnot community and 13 % to the Turkish Cypriot community. Armenian,
Xuonite and Latin minority groups make up most of the remainder. The three largest
population districts are Nicosia, Limassol and Larnaca. Nicosia has an estimated
population of 244,700, Limassol has 173,300 and Lamaca 100,300 [October 1992
Census]. Greek and Turkish are the official languages of the Republic, but English is
widely spoken and understood and is regularly used in commerce and government
Earouzis and Karouzis, 19951.

d

CYPRUS

There are two moutain mges on the island The Pentadactiios range nms dong
the north ooast, pmviding an ailuring backdrop to the city of Nioosia. Much kger is the

Troodos Mountain range, foiming a backbonc dong the centre of Spnis and providing
some of the most spcctacular panoramas in this part of the world. The top of Mount

Olympus

- the highest point in Cypnis - is 1951 metrcs above sea levcl and the

invigorating, pine-sccnted air is an exhilarathg tonic iAsr the coasts and plains. nie

central plain, often known as Mesaoria, lies

kcwegi

the two mountains and has an

altitude of less than 180 metm. The cosstal plains, which are Ui fact raissd beachts,
cippear ahost ail around Cypnrs m u z i s ciad Kamuzis, 19951.

Under its ooIlStitution, Cypnu has been an indcpendent sovereign republic with a
psidentid system of govcmmcnt since 1960. Hunuin rights are safeguarded by The
CmWhrtion of the Repirblic [l%O]. Such rights are guaranteed not oniy for citizsiis of tbe
.

*

Rcpublic but for evey person without durcnminahon.

Cyprus has an open fiee market economy. The role of govemment is limited to
regulation, indicative planning and the provision of public utilities. During its short
history as an independent country, the island has managed to transfomi itself from an
underdeveloped, agricultural economy into one with a high standard of living, thnving
tourist and service sectors and a fast growing export-onented industry.
Trade, hotels and restaurants are the economy's most important sectors. In
particular, eamuigs fiom tourism have consistently grown faster than exports. Over 60%
of tourist amvals originate in the European Community. Cyprus' main exports are
clothing, potatoes, footwear, and citrus, as well as chernicals and toiletries. Manufactured
goods and agricultural products account for 73 and 26 percent of domestic exports,
respectively [Central Bank of Cyprus, 19951.

Brief History
Through the ages, Cyprus has been occupied by people of several nations,
including the Romans, the Egyptians, the French, the Venetians, the Turks and the
British. Still scattered around are the remnants of these previous civilizations. However,
the Greeks, who came to settle in Cyprus in 1300 BC, have had the most influence on the
language, culture and religion of the island.
The island's prehistory goes far back in the annals of time to the Neolithic period
(7500-3900 BC). This period is represented by settlements that have been unearthed in

the district areas of Larnaca, Famagusta, Nicosia and Paphos. Next came the Chalcolithic
period (3900-2500 BC) which was the precursor of copper discovery. Settlements have
been unearthed in the Limassol and Paphos districts F;arouzis and Karouzis, 19951.
The Bronze Age (2500-1050 BC) is represented by many settlements that have
been discovered al1 over the island. The discovery of rich copper reserves was to help
chart the fate of the island and make it an important trading centre for the Near East and

Aegean. It was copper that attracted the Archaean Greeks to the island during the late
Bronze Age. They established Cypriot kingdoms such as Salamis, Soli, Khytroi, Idalio
and Tamessos. The Achaeans bmught with them the Gmek language, religion and culture.
The late Bronze Age, in general, was a prospemus perid with considerable copper trade
king carried out with other countries [Karouzis and Karouzis, 19951.

The Iron Age started about 1050 BC and coincided with the beginning of the

Cypro-geometric period. The Phoenicians, well known tradesman of antiquity, arrived on
the island during this period, lured mainly by its copper ores and its timber. During the
geometric period the Cypriot kingdoms, as many as twelve, were shaped in the mode1 of
the Mycenean kingdoms. Cypm was conquered successively for a short time during the
period of 750-332 BC by the Assyrians, the Egyptians and the Persians. It was

Alexander the Great, who finally cnished Persia, and Cyprus became an important part of
the Empire of the Ptolemies of Egypt. Thus the Hellenistic period had began, and the

well-known Tombs of the Kings in Paphos is a remarkable monument of this period
[KarouPs and Karouzis, 19951.
The Roman period (50 BC

-

330 AD) is marked by increased cultural

development as well as disastrous earthquakes and droughts. This period is represented
through the findings of ancient theatres, stadiums and some mosaics in the districts of
Famagusta, Limassol, Paphos and Larnaca. It is during this period that the Apostles Paul

and Barnabas spread the Christian religion. When Rome fell, Cypm became part of the
Byzantine Empire. The catastrophic earthquakes (332 AD and 342 AD) destroyed
Salamis, Paphos and other cities. The advmce of Seljukes in Asia Minor and the FUst
Crusade in the 1lth century obliged Byzar~tiumto hun Cyprus into a stronghold. The
great c a d e s of St. Hilarion, Bufavento and Kantara were constnicted in this period
[Xarouzis and Katouzis, 19951.

in 1191, Richard the Lionheart conquered the island during the Third C d e and
sold it later to the Order of the Knights Templar. However, the Templars found the

burden very heavy and so Richard transferred sovereignty to Guy de Lusignan. The
Frankish period (1 192- 1489 AD) had began. Many Gothic monuments were erected
during this period, like the cathedra1 of St. Sofia in Nicosia, and Bellapais Abbey in
Kyrenia. The walls of Nicosia and Famagusta were also constructed during this period.
The last queen of Cypms, Catherine Cornaro, gave up her throne to the Venetians in 1489
@îrouzis and Karouzis, 19951.
The Venetian rule (1489- 1571 AD) was for the Cypriots worse than the Frankish.
Venice used the island as a fortified base against the Ottoman Turks. But the Ottomans
finally conquered the island in 1571 after the fali of Famagusta, which had heroically
withstood the Turkish seige for a year. The Turkish rule (1571-1878 AD) was
characterised by oppressive taxes, misgovemment and decline of trade. However a certain
amount of autonomy was granted. The Greek Orthodox Church was re-established and
the Latin Church expelled. After 1821 the influence of the Church increased and the
mainland Greeks rebelled against the Turks warouzis and Karouzis, 19951.

In 1878, the administration of Cyprus was passed to the British, and Cyprus
becarne a Crown colony in 1925. In 1955, the Greek Cypriots began a guerilla war against
the British rule. A four-year state of emergency ensued and in 1960 Cyprus was declared
a sovereign independent republic with Archbishop Makarios as its first President
(Karouzis and Karouzis, 19951.
In 1974 Turkey invaded and occupied 37% of the island's temtory in the north.
An artificial dividing line of about 180 km called the "Green Line" or "Attila Line" line

passes through the heart of old Nicosia. Today, twenty two years later, Cyprus is still
forcibly divided by a foreign =y.

1.1.3

Remnants of Past Civilizations
Past civilizations have left their landmarks al1 over the island of C y p w . Many

ancient sites and monuments have k e n brought to the surface, but others have still to be
discovered. Greek columns, Hellenistic theatres, Roman mosaics, Byzanthe churches,
Gothic monuments, Venetian walls and bridges, and Turkish baths and mosques are
abundant in Cyprus.
In 1922, the then High Cornrnissioner of C y p m declared the buildings of the
Tombs of the Kings, Paphos, and the site of the Temple of Apollo, Limassol to be
ancient monuments public Record Office Cyprus, 19261. The Tombs of the Kings are
north-west of ancient Paphos. The site was the cemetery of the town with hundreds of
underground rock-hewn tombs. The tombs, which date back to the 3rd century BC, are
reached by steps and have open peristyle courts surrounded by burial chambers. The

Temple of Apollo, situated in the ancient city of Curium, Limassol, was used fiom the
7th century BC until the 4th century AD. The four-pillared temple was small because
ceremonies were usually conducted in the open [Karouzis and Karouzis, 19951.
Amathous, one of the ancient kingdoms of Cyprus, is now a vast area of ruins.
Archeological excavations carried out in this area brought to light the Acropolis and the
Temple of Aphrodite. The Temple of Aphrodite dates back to the 1st century BC and
belongs to the Roman period. Recent excavations have discovered the ancient harbour of
Amathous. It is believed to have been built in the 4th century BC, during the Ptolemaic
period in Cyprus [Karouzis and Karouzis, 19951.
Ancient Kitium lies beneath the buildings of present-day Larnaca. Kitium was a
Phoenician city between the 9th century BC and 3 12 BC. In the 4th century AD, Kitium,
along with other cities of Cyprus, suffered catastrophic dmages due to earthquakes
[Karouzis and Karouzis, 1995).

Apart nom the above mentioned archeological sites, castles, theatres and forts are
scattered al1 over the island. Research that has k e n carried out by both foreign and
Cypriot archaeologists show that there are still many ancient monuments to be
discovered. Theu discovery, of course, requires a great deal of t h e and money and is
therefore a ver-slow process.

1.1.4

Land Tenure and Land Use Patterns
As stated earlier, historical evidence shows that the eariiest settlements on the

island go back to the sixth millennium BC, when the Cypriots produced their own food
by cultivating the soi1 and taming wild animals, and lived in organised communities.

During this p e n d and during the Bronze Age the system of land tenure was on a purely
communal basis. During the Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine times, the patterns of
ownership nghts evolved according to the prevailing economic, social and political
conditions. The Crusaders, the Franks and the Venetians brought with hem the social
structure and hierarchy of feudal tenure [Nicolaides, 19771.
The Ottoman occupation of Cyprus introduced the original system of land

registration. This system was based on the enactment of the Medjele (based on the
Napoleonic Code), and the Ottoman Land Laws that came into force in 1857. The

Ottoman system may be described as a system of registration of deeds combined with the
registration of title. A weakness, however, of this system was that the area of land
covered and stipulated in the Title Deed was fixed by vague boudaries without any
reference to a survey ~iwlaides,19771.
The British administration attempted to improve the general performance of
agriculture and introduced a rationalid system of taxation. However, it wasn't untii 1946
when the Immovuble Property (Tenure. Regsîration and Valuation) Lav,Cap.224 came
into effect that a sound system of registration was embraced ~icolaides,19771.

The system of land registration is now that of registration of title. Registered
persons are considered to be the undisputed owners and their title to ownership is
absolute. Titie is not guaranteed by the state and them is no indemnity fund, but the
whole system is highly tmsted by the public and compensation can be claimed through
the Court. The principal components of the system include the land register and *c
plans on scales varying fiom 1:500 to 1:5000. A description of the interest, owner a d

kind of property is maintained [Kotsonis, 19901.
From 1907 to 1922 the British completed a general land survey of the island
identiQing boundaries and possessors for taxation purposes. A record is maintained for
each parcel, referred to as a plot in Cyprus and in this report. In rural areas plans of the
village were created using plane tables and the corners of plots were not monumented.
The plots were described in the records by adjoining plot nurnbers. When a plot is subdivided a large scale diagram in the file, showing surveyed dimensions, is created [See
Appendix Il. m e r the general survey "possessors" could apply to obtain a registration of
title.
According to the provisions of the Constitution absolute ownership is protected.
Nobody has the right to intervene on private property. However, in circum~fanceswhere
the land is required, the Government and/or other organizations with a mutual benefit may

intervene, solely for the purpose of public interest. In such cases, compensation is paid as
quickly as possible. Where disputes &se as to the sum payable, then the amount of
compensation is determined by the Court. It should be mentioned that ecclesiastical and
mosque properties cannot be acquired without the previous written consent of the church
or mosque.

The sale and purchase of immovable property in Cyprus is a daily phenornenon.
Most of the people visit the Department of Lands and Surveys @LS) quite a few times
in their lifetime to buy or sel1 a particular plot of land. According to the legislation in
Cyprus, for a sale or purchase to be effective, it must be executed through the DLS. A

contract of sale c m be made, but it must be deposited at the DLS within two months,
subject to the provisions of the Specifc Performance L w , Cap 232. The transfer and
registration is performed at the DLS and the interested parties must be present. The
procedure is quite simple and it can be performed in a very short tirne, approximately one
hour. However, before the completion of such a transfer, the DLS Officer checks for
possible encumbrances against the immovable property and prohibitions against the
registered owner.
Land in C y p m is of a limited extent. The need of land for various works, such as
dams, roads schools, etc., restrict even more the extent of the immovable property. There

are very few large plots of land, of a hundred hectares or more, owned by the same
person. But al1 residential properties may, irrespective of their extent, be developed. As
the Cypriots are closely tied to their land, most people, irrespective of their main
occupation, enjoy gardening and therefore possesses their own small plot on which to
grow small quantities of f i t and vegetables.
As far as agricultwal properties are concerned, one can observe that a registered
owner may possess different plots of a small size in the same area that do not adjoin one
another. Therefore, the Govemment, in cooperation with other authorities and the
registered ownen of a particular area, can consolidate the land so that better agricultural
plots can be fomed to provide an income to the owners. Land consolidation provides
each owner with one plot of land that has access to the road, is of a better shape and is of
a larger extent. The aim of the Government is to consolidate al1 or at least most of the
agricultural plots of land on the island in order to enlarge, reshape and provide
accessibility to those plots, which in turn will provide an income to the legal owners.
[Land Consolidalion Law, No. 24/69].

1.2 The Problem: Protection and Valuation

of Land with Antiquities
1.2.1

Protection of Antiquities: Archaeological Department
The Archeological Department was established i..1935 with the amendment and

passing of the relevant law for Cypriot antiquities. It has generally replaced the Cyprus
Museum, which under British d e fbctioned fiom 1883 as a semi-official organization

under the administration of a "special committee" with the English consul as president.
From the proclamation of C y p m as an independent Republic in 1960, the Department

has been administered by the Ministry of Transport and Communications and constitutes
the official governmental organization with the authority and responsibility for protecting
the Cypriot Antiquities [Large Cypriot Encyclopedia, 19851.
In parallel with the scientific excavating research which is its main work, the
Department of Antiquities extends its activities to the maintenance, replacement and
restoration of movable and immovable antiquities. It figbts against grave robbing and illicit
trade in antiquities. It also organizes archeological meetings, lectures and exhibitions in
Cypnis and abroad. It is responsible for methodical classification and scientifc publishing

of the excavation hdings and many other areas that are immediately related to research
studies, protection and international publicity of the ancient Cypriot civilization. The
multifarious cultural work of the Department is divided into branches - Museum and

-

Archaeological Inspection, Monument and Modem Civilization and is conducted by
experienced scientific, technical and secretaria1 personnel [Large Cypriot Encyclopedia,
19851.

The archaeological sites that are not accounted for can easily disappear and be
destroyed due to weather conditions, illicit dealings in antiquities, and uaauthorized
excavations. Therefore, the Director of the Department ensures that al1 antiquities are

inciuded in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Lmv. This wiil enable the Director to acquire
that land at some future date in order to be able to maintain, restore and preserve the
ancient monuments that exist on such lands.

L2.2

Compensation: The Role of the Department of Lands and
Suweys

The Department of Lands and Surveys (DLS), established in 1858, is the state
agency responsible for most land-related matters. The DLS consists of six fùnctional
branches being: Survey, Registration, Valuation, Tenure, State Land Management and
Administration. Among its many duties, it is responsible for performing valuations in
cases of compulsory acquisitions. Where Notice of Acquisition is provided by the
Department of Antiquities for acquiriog land that has been considered to be an antiquity,
the DLS is required to assess the value of the land to be acquired in order for the land

owner to be compensated. Where disputes mise between the DLS and the land owner as
to the amount of compensation payable, the Court is required to resolve the dispute. The

DLS must therefore, on the one hand, present the case at Court providing al1 the
necessary details as to how the assessment was carried out, on what basis and under what
circurnstances. On the other hand, the land owner is required to provide a valuation report
fiom a private expert witness.

1,2,3

Land Values and Land Disputes
Land in the past was mainly used for agricultural purposes and therefore its

market value was of little importance. However, during the last twenty years, land use
has changed drastically in the G m k held parts of the island, especially in the districts of
Limassol and Paphos. Since the island has attracted more and more tourists each year, a

lot of land has began to be developed for t o d s t purposes. This has caused a demand for
land which, in tum,caused an increase in the pnces of land. Hotels, tourist villages and
apartments that spraug up at a rapid rate provided the neighbouring land owners with the
opportunity to demand higher pnces for their land. Thus the once low valued agricdtural
lands became expensive development sites.
The increase in land prices bas and continues to cause problems in cases where
land is identified as having an histoncal value. The value of such land is determined
differently thau that of the neighbouring land without historical significance. The main
reason for this is that such Iands are imposeci with restrictions and limitations which need
to be taken into consideration by the valuers when determining their values.
Private valuers claim that the value of lands included in Schedule "B" of the

Antiquities Law are exactly the same as the value of those lands that are not listed as
having an archaeological interest, and the legal owners must therefore be compensated
with the same values. This is based, by the valuers, on the provisions of Article lO(a) of

the Compulsory Acquisition Law No.15/62, as amended by Law No. 25\83 in relation with
the provisions of Article 23 of the Comtiîution, and dso by the decision of the Supreme

Court in the case Kouloumos et al v The Republic [ 19951. Disputes therefore arise
between the parties involved in cases of compdsory acquisition as to the amount of
compensation payable. Details on this topic will be provided in Chapter 4.

1.2.4

Summary
It has been seen fkom the foregoing that Cyprus' various antiquities constitute, as

a whole, the sacred symbols of the beginning and continuing evolution of the Cypriot's
historical art and mirrors its cultural identity fkom the beginning of the seven thousandth
year BC until the end of the 20th century AD. These antiquities have either been

discovered fkom official excavations or by accident. In either case their protection,
restoration and preservation are of most importance for the Govemment of Cyprus.
Land values have risen due to the tourist boom. The demand and increase in the
value of land has caused a lot of problems in cases where land has been identified as
having an historical interest. The process of acquiring such land has become, for the
acquiring authority, a long and difficult task. The protection of land with antiquities is of
great importance and therefore needs to be administered carefuily.

1.3 Researcb Scope and Objectives

Objectives
This work proposes to show how difficult it has become for valuers to assess the
amount of compensation payable to land owners where their property is included in

Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Law, Cap.31 and is acquired due to archaeological findings
on their land. It will show that this issue is mainly caused by development projects
carried out on land that was once used for agricultural purposes. Tourism is the main

cause for the demand of land and for its increase in value.
The objective of this thesis is to identiQ the issues associated with lands that
have historical significance. The legal history is to be examined to identifL its strengths
and weaknesses. Specific court cases that identify problems related to land use and land
valuations are also examined. Current procedures to value the lands, compensate land
holders, and protect the lands in question are assessed, their weaknesses identified, and
recommendations for changes made.

This report is based on research done during the period March 1995 to July 1996.
Information was gathered from a review of relevant books, legislation, papers written by
academics, Cyprus Govemment documents, newspaper and magazine articles, maps and
Court case decisions. Information was also obtahed fiom unrecordecl personal interviews,
telephone conversations, and site visits. Interviews were conducted with personnel
involved in al1 matters retated to lands with an archaeological interest. Unless othenvise
noted, the information and evaluation of the issues presented here are based on personal
observations acquùed through 24 years of working experience as a land valuer and lawyer
in Cyprus.

Organization

1.3.3

The following chapters are organised in a logical manner to reveal the problems

that are associated with the protection of land with antiquities. The following describes
the basic contents of the ensuing chapters:
(a) Chapter 2.

Chapter 2 provides the history and legal statu of the Antiquities Law.

The overall problem and its importance is also discussed.
(b) Chapter 3.

Chapter 3 shows how the lands with historical significance have been

identified and by whom. The chapter also reveals how the laws are enforced and by
whom, as well as the associated problems.
(c) Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 provides information on how the use and value of the lands

are affected by law, the way the value of such land is determined and by whom. It
provides the problems associated with this valuation procedure, the compensation
payable to the land ownea as well as the disputes that ofien mise between the parties

involved. Several important decisions of the Courts are presented and discussed to
illustrate the problerns.

(d) Chapter S.

Chapter 5 reviews the information required for this valuation and the

settlement of related disputes. The way information is collected, stored and managed
today and by whom it is provided. The problems associated with information
management are also mentioned.
(e) Chapter 6. Chapter 6 contains conclusions and recomrnendations.

'InE LAW RELATING TO ANTIQUIIIES
When the Law of Atztiquities was enacted in 1935 al1 land plots classified as having
antiquities were mainly agricultural. The Ottoman Lmid Code 118691, in force at that tirne,
divided land into five categories. The two most important categories were lands h o w n as

"Mulk and "Arazi Mirie". "Mulk"land provided both the legal ownership and the right
of possession to the owner in absolute ownership, "deep to the centre of the earth and

high up to the sky". It included m d y building sites and s m d pieces of land within the
village or t o m and buildings (as distinct nom land), trees, gardens and water. In the case
of "Arazi Mirie" (or Crown Land) legd ownership belonged to the Treasury and the right
of possession, in the form of permanent leasehoid, to the cultivators, who lost their rights
if they allowed the land to remain uncultivated for ten years for no compelling reason.
"Arazi Mirie" comprisecl cultivatable land grazing grounds and forests [Nicolaides, 19771.

These categories of land were abolished in 1946 under the Immovable Properfy (Tenure.
Registration and Valuution) Law Cap.224, which provides that landowners have niIl
ownership, possession and use of such parcels of land.
This chapter provides a definition of the term "antiquity"and the procedure for
declaring antiquities as ancient monuments to be included in Schedule "A" or "B" of the

Law. The history and legal statu of the Antiquities Law is described in detail and other
laws related to antiquity matten are noted. Finally, a summary of the legal problems
related to antiquities is provided.

2.1 Definition of the Term "Antiquity"
The t e m antiquity, as explained in the relevant Law of Antiquities 119351 (Article
2, Cap.31 as amended by Law No-32/73),means every type of movable object or part of
immovabie property that form works of architecture, sculpture, ceramics, painting, goldsmithery, silvery, or any other form of Cypriot art that was, with human activity,
produced in Cyprus before 1850 AD fiom any kind of material and in any way or that
was washed upon the shore. Al1 antiquities that have not yet been discovered and that are

still under or on any private or public land are the property of the Republic of Cyprus.
Every excavating attempt for their discovery, without the required permit fkom the
Director of the Antiquities Department, is considered to be iliegal. In the case where
people accidentally discover antiquities on their own, govemmental, or other property,
that person must immediately inform the officia1 authority of the Republic according to
Article 14 of the sanie law.
Immovable antiquities are al1 those public and private buildings found in the areas
of ancient towns and settlements and in the controiled areas of the island's present toms
and villages. The theatres, gyrnnasiurns, stadiums, palaces, burial places, churches and
temples, markets, water works, luxury villas, early basilica and Byzantine churches,
defensive walls, medieval castles and Gothic Cathedrals, wineries, flour mills, olive mills
and the country and town houses in traditional architecture are of special significance.
These various antiquities constitute, as a whole, the sacred symbols of the
beginning and continuing evolution of the Cypriot's historical art and represents its
cultural identity h m the beginning of the seven thousandth year BC until the end of the
19th century AD.

2.2 Ancient Monuments
According to Article 2 of Cap.3l as amended by Lmv No. 48/1964 of the
Antiquities

L m ,antiquities can be declared ancient monuments where, in the opinion of

the Director of Antiquities, it is to the public's advantage due to the historical and artistic
interest they represent. The declaration of ancient monuments is firstly acknowledged
with notification to the Minister of Communications and Works, followed by a decree of
the Council of Ministers in the officiai Gazette of the RepubIic of C'ms, after approval

of the Director of Antiquities' reasons.
Those ancient monuments on govemmental property are part of the Ancient
Monuments Schedule "A" and those on private property are listed in Ancient
Monuments Schedule "B" o î the Antiquities L m . Cap.31. Although the ancient
monuments of Schedule "B" are on privately-owned land, Article 3 of Cap.31 as amended

by Law No.32173 of the Low of Antiquities explicitly prohibits the owners fkom making
changes, additions or repairs that affect the archeological character of the monuments. It
also prohibits the dernolition of the monuments, the cutting of trees found within the
monument's boundaries, and any other activity that damages or destroys the archeological
meaning and stratigraphy of the ancient monuments.
With the approval of the Minister, the Director of Antiquities can make a

judgement to provide a permit, and technical and financial aid (up to 50% of the wst) to
owners of buildings noted in Schedule "B"for the preservation, restoration and protection
of these monuments, providing that the relevant works are carried out by the technical
team of the Department of Antiquities [Antiquities Lm,Cap 311.

In the case where owners of monuments in Schedule "B" prefer to make
arrangements with other s e M c e s for repairing and restoring those monuments, offers are
invited in accordance with the plans prepared by the Department of Antiquities. Once the

offen are assigned to constructors of mutual trust the whole work process is carried out
with the supervision of the Department's architectural supervisor.
The compensation that is defiayed in cases where private property is announced
as ancient monuments belonging to Schedule "B" is determined according to the provisions

of the law that relate to the compulsory acquisition of land for reasons of public
advantage. Al1 citizens of the Republic are legally obliged to keep the ancient monuments
intact. The present number of ancient monuments of Schedule "A" and "Buper town are
shown in Table 2.1 pemetriou, 19961.

Table 2.1 Number of Declared Ancient Monuments
(from Demetriou [1996])
DISTRICT

SCHEDULE "A"

SCHEDULE "B"

NICOSIA

36

305

FAMAGUSTA

54

106

LIMASSOL

22

164

PAPHOS

26

113

LARNACA

26

229

KYRENIA

18

40

The numbers shown in Table 2.1 do not relate to the number of plots with ancient
monuments, but to the number of ancient monuments that exist in Cyprus. In other
words, one ancient monument may be composed of ten or twenty plots of land. As more
ancient monuments are discovered, the table is updated accordingly.

2.3 The History and Status of the Antiquities Law
The Turkish occupation of Cyprus began in 1570 and lasted until 1878. From
1878 to 1946 [when the Immovable Property (Tenure, Regisiration and Vaiuation) LW,
Cap.224 was enacted] the legal status of any plot of land was the same as had existed
during the Turkish occupation, i.e. under the Ortoman Land Code. This code continued to
be in force despite the fact that during 1907-1920 the general land survey of the island by
the British had taken place.
Statutory protection of ancient monuments has existed since 1874, when the fvst
Agtiquities Law was introduced by the Ottoman Government. This action was provoked

by the systematic pillage of the antiquities of Cyprus between the years 1865 and 1876
by many treasure hunters, as well as by the interest which their discoveries created in
international circles at that time WcFadden, 19711. The main purpose of the law was to
allow the then Govemment to acquire a share of the excavation findings for which a
permit was granted. Although the spirit of research was stimulated by the fact that the
explorer was entitled to a share of the findings, interest was soon lost as the law also
compelled them to prepare a detailed report on their day-to-day findings. The
introduction of this law was therefore not very effective. In fact, it was only in those rare
cases when antiquities were confiscated that tribute was paid for the excavations carried
out in Cyprus [Karageorghis, 19851.

In 1878, the Turks sold the isIand of Cyprus to the British. The island, under
British Rule, was to see many changes in its administration. Al1 the laws enacted under
Ottoman Rule were, at some point, amended by the British to suit their requirements and
needs.
The first action undertaken by the British conceming the protection of antiquities
was to find a place to house the items that had been discovered during the many
excavations camed out on the island. In 1883, under the existing Antiquities Law, a

museurn was established in Nicosia to house the Govemment collections. The Museum
was whoily maintained by pnvate subscriptions.

The Enactment of an Antiquities Law (1905)
It was not until the island was under British Rule that effective measures were
taken to protect the antiquities of Cypnis. On the 25th August, 1905 an Anfiquities Law

was enacted to govem al1 aspects of the preservation of monuments, ownership of
antiquities, establishment of museums, excavation permits etc. A body, called the
"Museum Committee", was established to enforce the powers of the Anfiquities Law of
1905.

The Antiquities Law of 1905 was the f k t effective Law introduced to protect and
govem the antiquities and ancient monuments of Cypnis. The Law was divided into eight
parts, covering matters related to excavations, antiquities and ancient monuments, dealings

in antiquities, appraisal and acquisition of antiquities, museurns and financial provisions.
Article 3 of this Law stated that al1 antiquities were the absolute property of the
Govemment of Cyprus. However, antiquities that were not discovered by the
Govemment or the Museum Committee were not the absolute property of the
Government. Subject to the provisions of this Law, movable antiquities were divided into
three parts: one third part was taken by the Govemment; one third part by the owner of
the land where the antiquities had k e n discovered; and one third part by the finder. In the
case where the fmders were themselves the owners of the land where the antiquities had

been discovered, then the finders would obtain two third parts and the other part would
be taken by the Govemment. The opposite occurred if such antiquities were discovered
by such a finder on land belonging to the Govemment. Where any person discovered an
antiquity accidentaily, that person had to give notice within five days of such fmdings at

the nearest police station. Any person who did not comply with the above was fiable to a

fine or irnprisonment or both.
The second part dealt with ancient monuments. It provided the High
Commissioner with the nght to declare any structure, erection, monument or site that was
considered to be of public interest, by reason of historical or traditionai interest, to be an
ancient monument. It also specified that no private owner could alter the archaeological
character of an ancient monument without the required permission to do so from the
Museum Committee.
Excavation permits were to be issued by the Museum Committee with the
sanction of the High Commissioner for the purpose of discoverhg antiquities. Under the
provisions of this Law al1 excavations carried out by the Museum Committee were the
property of the Govemment of C y p m and a person carrying out iiiegal excavations was
liable to a penalty of a fine or imprisonment. If the Museum Committee desired to acquire
the interests of any private person in any antiquity they could do so by paying the

amount of compensation agreeable between the two parties. A Cyprus Antiquities Fund
was established for the purpose of carryhg out this Law and was adrninistered by the

Museum Conmittee.
The Antiquities L m of 1905 was, for its tirne, an excellent Law, and provided the
basis for the new Law which was to be enacted in 1935. Section 28 of the earlier Law was
slightly amended in 1928 to introduce the words 'Turkish Delegate of Evkaf' instead of
'Chief Cadi', who was the person responsible for adrninistering the &airs of the Moslem
reiigion.
Although the Law was considered to be a step forward it did have a fairly weak
status. The Antiquities Fund was its main weakness as it could not meet the needs of the
running of the Museum, the payment of salaries, the carrying out of the excavations, the
acquisition of private properties and so forth [Karageorghis, 19851. This weakness was to

be later remedied by the enactment of another Antiquities Law and by the creation of the

Department of Antiquities.

2.3.2

The Enactment of a New Antiquities Law (1935)
During the years 1927- 1931 extensive excavations throughout the island had been

carried out by the Swedish Cyprus Expedition, with the first volume of results king
published in 1934 warageorghis, 19951. As these excavations were the cause of the
growth of international interest in the archaeology of Cyprus, the Colonial Govemment

began to show a greater interest in the antiquities of the island. The protection of
antiquities became of great importance for the Government, which had identified the need
for a new law to be enacted and a new, stronger body to be established for administering
matters related to antiquities.
In 1935, a new Law was enacted to consolidate and amend the Antiquities Low of
1905. This new Law was to provide for a stronger legal statu over the antiquities of

Cyprus. The Antiquities Law of 1935 comprises five parts plus two schedules which list

al1 the antiquities that had been discovered as of the date of the enactment of this Law.
Subject to this Law, the Department of Antiquities was established to administer al1
matters related to antiquities. The Department, under a Director, had al1 the powen
which were previously vested with the Museum Cornmittee.

The terni "antiquity" was dehed as follows:
any object, whether movable or immovable or a part of the soil,
which has been constructed, shaped, inscribed, erected, excavated
or otherwise produced or modified by human agency earlier than
the year 1700 AD, together with any part thereof which has at a
later dated been added, reconstructed or restored.
Subject to the provisions of the Antiquities Law of 1935 al1 antiquities lying
undiscovered as at the date of the enactment of the Law became the property of the
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Govenunent. Unlike the Law of 1905, this law did not provide the fmder of any
antiquities nor the landholder with a third share of the findings. Instead the Director,
subject to the provisions of Article 5, payed the finder of an antiquity a sum of money
that appeared to the Director to be the faV market value for the same. Where the finder
was dissatisfied with the amount fixed by the Director, the value was fixed by an
arbitrator appointed by the Chief of Justice.
Any antiquities not wanted by the govemment were offered, at a price, to the

Trustees of the British Museum. In circumstances where neither the Director nor the
British Museum desired to acquire a certain antiquity, the Director provided the fmders
with a permit authorizing them to retain, sel1 or othenvise dispose of the antiquities
whether within or without the Colony.

The Antiquities Law of 1935 introduced Schedules "A" and "B". Schedule "A" of
this Law listed al1 those ancient monuments that were on the lands of the Govemment.

Subject to Section 8, Schedule "B" of this Law listed al1 those ancient monuments that
were on land that were privately owned. The owner bas no right to alter the character of

an ancient monument without the written permission of the Director. Article 8 (Section 1)
stated that:
no person beneficially interested in any ancient monument
specified in the second schedule to this Law, or in any other
ancient monument as may h m tirne to time be added thereto shall
make any alterations, additions or repairs afkting its architectural
character to such ancient monument or feil any tree growhg within
the boundaries of the same save in accordance with the terms of a
permit in writing from the Director previously obtained.

The legal interpretation of this Article was given by the then High Court of Cyprus, case

No. 128, of G. D.Lordos et al. v The Government of C p s :

the Director is entitled under section 8(1) of the Law to preserve
the archeological character of an ancient monument not only by
regulating the form and nature of the building or aiteration t h u g h
the method of imposing al1 necessary terms and conditions in a
building pennit, but also by prohibithg absolutely any kind of
building thereon.

Under Article 11, the Governor was empowered to control the erection,
reconstruction and repairs of buildings in the wighbourhood of ancient monuments. A
person wishing to perform any of the above must obtain a permit from the
Cornmissioner. For such a permit to be issued, the applicant needs to submit plans and
drawings to the Cornmissioner and the Director to ensure that the building will be in
keeping with the character and style of the ancient monument.
Subject to the provisions of Article 12, the Governor, in order to preserve the
amenities of an ancient monument, aiso has the power to compulsorily acquire land in the
proximity of ancient monuments by paying compensation. In assessing the compensation
payable for such land or building no regard should be given to any artificial increase in its
value due to any speculative dealings which have taken place in regard to such land or
buiiding after 1935. As will be seen in Chapter 4, there is still uncertainty about how
compensation is determined.
Subject to Article 15, applicants wishing to obtain a licence to excavate, among
other things, have to satism the Director that they are competent to cany out
excavations; they must be recommended by an archaeological society or institution of
repute. They also have to show that the proposed excavations will not cause any damage
or inconvenience to the inhabitants of the proposed excavation area. A half share of the
fuidings fiom the excavation is given to the holder of the licence once required scientific
reports are completed.
Article 17 relates to the compulsory acquisition of land in connection with
excavations. Where land is required for the purpose of excavations, the Governor may

direct that the land be compulsorily acquired by paying compensation to the land owner.
In the case where both parties cannot corne to an agreement on the amount of

compensation payable then the Governor may order proceedings for the acquisition of the
land and for determinhg the amount of compensation to be paid.
Under the Law of 1905 the Museurns were under the control and management of
the Museum Cornmittee, but subject to the provisions of the 1935 Law, the Museums are
administered by the Director of the Department of Antiquities. Subject to Article 2 1, a
Board, called "the Antiquities Advisory Board", was established to control and manage
the museums in the Nicosia district, with the Director acting as chauperson. For al1 the
other t o m s of the island a District Antiquities Committee was established, with the
Commissiowr of the District acting as chairperson.
The Antiquities Law of 1935 is the principal law governing al1 matten related to
ancieni monuments and antiquities. Initially, this law was published and known as the
Law No. 6M935, and became operative on 3 1st December, 1935. The reference number of
this law was to change in 1949 when the British codified the existing legislation. Under
this coding the Law became known as Cap.43. This was to change once again when, after
the establishment of the Republic of Cyprus the Law became known as the Antiquities

Law Cap.31, a title that is still valid to this &y.

2.3.3

Changes Made to the Antiquities Law of 1935
The Antiquities Luw o f 1935 has, since its enactment, been updated several times.

Certain phrases, words, articles or sections have, over the years been either changed,
deleted or added. The updates made to the basic Antïquities Lmu Cap.31 that are relevant
to this research are briefly surnrnarized below.

2.3.3.1

Amendment Law Noa4û/64

The first amenciments to the Antiquities Law Cap.31, after the establishment of
the Republic of Cyprus, were carried out in 1964. nie Law, referred to as N0.48/64,
replaced, deleted and added certain articles, sections, phrases and words. The word
"Director" was replaced with the word "District Oficerf', and the word "Colony" with
the word "Republic". Under the definition of the term "antiquity", the year 1700 A.D.
was deleted and the year 1850 inserted.
Disputes conceming the amount payable to the excavator of any antiquities were,
subject to the provisions of this law, to be solved by the Civil Court. In order to preserve
the island's history, an amendment was made to Article 16 which generally states that al1
the archaeological findings of the holder of the licence, during the period of excavation,
shall automatically become the possession of the Cyprus Museum without any payment.
In order to avoid as much as possible any disputes conceming matters related to
compulsory acquisitions, a new provision was provided whereby it stated that when any
land is to be compulsorily acquired for the purpose of excavation, then the compulsory
acquisition is executed in accordance with the Compulsory Acquisifion Law of 1962.

In summary, the Amendment Law No.48/64 provided for: the increase of penalties;
that land be acquired in accordance with the Compulsory Acquisition of Property Law
No. 15/62 and that the archaeological fmdings automatically become the possession of the

Cyprus Museum.

Amendment Law No.32/73
This amendment Law, enacted in 1973, provided many updates to the Law
Cap.31. The first change was made to the definition of the word "antiquity":

"antiquity" means any object whether immovable or part of
immovable property that constitutes a work of art, sculpture,
painting, scripture or any type of art, that has, with human agency
been produced, modified, written, painted or that has been
constnicted in any way and with any material earlier that the
year A.D. 1850 and tbat has been found, discovered or excavated
in Cyprus or washed up by the sea within the coastal zone of
Cypms and entails every such item or part of it that has k e n
added, reconstructed, restored, replaced at some later date. It is
understood that for works of ecclesiastical or local art of great
archaeological or artistic or of historical meaning, instead of the
year A.D. 1850, the year A.D. 1900 will be taken into
consideration, regardless of the way it was constructed or of its
ongin.

An insertion was then made to the Law Cup.3I whereby any archaeological fmdings being

removed and delivered to the appropriate authority must not involve any illegal action.
The antiquity should also be delivered intact the way it was found. Penalties were
increased but were not harsh.
Subject to the provisions of the 1935 L m , every person, within a period of 4
months fiom the date of the enactment of that law, had to funiish the Director with a list
describing any antiquities that they had in their possession. The Amendment Law
No. 32/73 increased the period fiom 4 months to 6 months and specified that the period

would be calculated as from the 1st of July, 1973. Where an antiquity mentioned Ui a list
submitted to the Director is not included in a list that had been previously submitted, no
prosecution or proceedings in relation to the antiquity will be taken against any person or
heir of that antiquity.
An insertion was then made providing that where it is considered that some
antiquities, legally possessed, are necessary for the purpose of the Cyprus Museum then
the Minister of Communications and Works has discretionary power to either issue an
order for the delivery of such an antiquity for this purpose or to allow that person to
continue to protect that antiquity, provided that the Minister will have the right to

control and inspect it. In the case where the Minister orders that an antiquity be delivered
then, if the antiquity was in the possession of the owner before the 10th September,
1964, the owner is provided with a justifiable and fair compensation. If however it was
possessed after the 1ûth September, 1964, then the owner will be offered a justifiable sum
as a gift in appreciation of the protection aud maintenance of the antiquity.

Amendment Law No.92(1)/95
The Amendment Law No.92(1)/95 was enacted in 1995 to introduce a few changes
to Article 16, which relates to the conditions of an excavating licence. This article now
specifies that the holders of a licence should not only take reasonable measures to
preserve the antiquities discovered by them, but should also maintain a detailed diary and
plans of the said excavation, are obliged to take photographs of the area and its findings,
and must provide al1 of this information to the Cypms Museum.

2.3.3.4

Amendment Law No.5(1)/96
The Antiquities h of 1935 has recently been updated to amend and insert new

parts considered necessary to provide the Anfiquifies Law Cap.3l with greater control
over antiquities. According to the provisions of this A m e n d m Lau,enacted in Febniary
1996, any person who uses a metal detector device for the discovery or location of
antiquities is guilty of an offence.
Under the provisions of this Amendment Law certain sections have been
introduced to obtain greater control over persons who try to alter the character of an
ancient monument, specified in Schedule "B",or who try to demolish or reconstruct any
building without the relevant permission to do so. Subject to this Law the Court, in

judging a case against a person for cornmitting such an offence, may order the restraint of
al1 works related to conversion ,erection, dernolition, etc.
This amendment Law also introduced a new part, Part 5, which relates to Rent
Control. This part States that the Amendment Rent Control Lmu. No.102(1)/95, with the
exception of the provisions related to the eviction of the lessee fiom a shop, are not
applicable to ancient monuments that are l i d in Schedde "Bu.
Another new part added to the main Antiquities Law of 1935 is Part VI. This part
deals with tax exemptions. In order to determine the taxable income of the owner of an
ancient monument listed in Schedule "B" ail expenses undertaken by the owner wholly for
the maintenance of the monument will be deducted. However, no discount is given if the

total cost exceeds that surn determined by the Council of Ministem, by its decree that is
published in the officia1 Gazette of the Republic of Cjpms, for each square metre of the
monument's area
Income onghating nom the rental of ancient monuments listed in Schedule "B" is
exempted if the Director certifies that al1 the necessary maintenance works for the
monument were carried out or that no maintenance is required. Al1 dues and charges
imposed at the time of declaring the transfer of ownership of the land containing an
ancient monument listed in Schedule "B", on the basis of the Land and Surveys
Deportment (Fees and Charges) Law Cup.219, will be retumed to the person to whom
the transfer was made. This happens so long as these people provide the Director of the

Lands and Surveys Department with a certificate fiom the Director that they have
completed any necessary maintenance works within 4 years of the date of the declaration
of transfer.

In the case of the sale of antiquities the Duector has the right to obtain the
antiquity by paying the sum that the owner had agreed upon with the prospective buyer.
Where the Director considers that the collection is of significant historical or
archaeological value, it is prohibited to sel1 or peiform any transaction in relation to

antiquities that compose part of a pnvate collection. No one c m acquire an antiquity
except:
(a) the Cypm Museum;
(b) a holder of a dealer's licence;
(c) a person who legally owns the land on which the antiquity was
found.
Subject to the provisions of the new Article 33A, petsons who own an antiquity
that is not in a List previously submitted to the Director are not criminally Liable if within
6 months from the date of the coming into operation of this Law they declare the

antiquity to the Director. In the case where a declared antiquity is considered to be
imperative for the purpose of the Cypriot Museum, the Minister may issue a court order
for the delivery of the antiquity or ailow the owner to continue to keep it under the
conditions that will be Mposed by the Minister. In the case where the Minister ordea
the delivery of the Antiquity, a justifiable amount will be provided to the owner as a
reward for its d e keeping and maintenance up until its delivery.
Several updates have been introduced by this Law providing reasons for the
Govemor in Council to make Regulations to be pubiished Uithe Guzette of the Republic of
Cyprus. Such Regdations include: the issue of a licence; the ternis that may be imposeci in

a licence issued or provided subject to this Law; the fees and charges for the issue or
provision of the licence, the operative type and duration of the licence, and the duties and
responsibilities of the iicence holder.

2.4 Other Legislative Changes
Article 3 of Cap.224 of the Immovable Property (Tenure, Registration and
Valuation) L m , which came into force on 1/9/1946, abolished the five types of land that

had existed under the Ottoman Land Code. The two most important types of land

-

"Mulk" and "Aran Mirie" - were now categorised as Private Property. The land owners

now had full ownership, possession and use of such parceis of land. Article 4 of Cap. 224
provides that no one may acquire any right other than the one derivhg fiom this Law or

any other Law in force at that t h e .
In 1960, Cyprus adopted a constitution for the new Republic. The Constitution of
the Republic of Cypm establishes absolute rights of ownership of land. Article 23 also

provides that the rights of the Republic in the underground water resources, mines,
quarries and antiquities are "reserved". Regarding the interpretation of the word
"reserved" there was a judgement in case No AS of 1961 which interprets the word as
"preserved" because the original languages of the Constitution were Greek and Turkish. In
the Greek and Turkish text the word "preserved" is used which means that the English
version is wrong.

The above sequence of legai provisions, i.e., Cap.31 of 31/12/35, Cap.224 of
1/9/1946 and the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 23 of the Constitution, lead to the

conclusion that the status of the land described in Schedule "A"and "B"of Cap.31 is
different fiom the neighbouring land. Specifically, the extent of the rights of ownership are
limited by the provisions of Article 8 of Cap.3IYwhich restricts changes in the area of an
ancient monument. The result is that land included in Schedule "B"of the Antiquities Luw

has k e n of less interest in the open market (in Paphos District, for example, there have
been no sales for the last 25 years), despite the fact that the adjoining lands prices have
increased dramatically. In the Limassol District there are very few comparable sales of
land situated witbin the areas of land classifieci as ancient monuments.
The above legal position has been presented in some court cases by the Acquiring
Authority, viz the Govement, but the Court has been evaluating the problem up to now
(see Section 4.3). The Compulsory Acquisition of Property Law was enacted in 1962 (Law
No. 15/62} in order to replace older legislation. Amendment Law No. 25/83 provides that

any restriction previous to the date of the Notice of Acquisition which affected
(decreased) the value of the acquired land should not be taken into consideration and the

compensation should be paid in full, based upon the decrease in value after the Notice of
Acquisition. The Supreme Court of Cypm, in case stated No.8426 dated 27/7/95 of

Nikos Kouloumos et al. v The Republic recodhed the provision of Section 10(g) of the
Compulsory Acquisition of Property Law No. 15/62 as amended by L m No.25/83 .This
Law states that the compensation should include what would have been paid for the land

as if no restrictions had prevailed. Also, Article 23 of the Constitution states that:

...just compensation shall be promptly paid for any restriction or
limitation which materially decreases the economic value of such
property ...

Nikos Kouloumos et al. v The Republic was the first and only case where the
above argument has been presented in the Supreme Court. It is a well established
principle of the Constitution that no other Law c m ovemde the Constitution. It should,
however, be noted that when this case was brought to the District Court, the Acquiring
Authority, as defendants, also accepted that the market value of the property was the
same as that of the neighbouriag properties without restrictions and limitations. Due to
this the only issue left to be resolved by the District Court was how much the
compensation payable to the land owners should be decreased. The decision of the Court

in this particular case was a decrease of IO%, but in the Supreme Court the decision was
overtumed and the compensation payable was the same market value as the neighbouring
properties .
Admittedly, there should be a legally accepted way of compensating in full the
owners of land included in Schedule "B"of Cap.31. Nevertheless, the legal position of the

Constitution and the Compulsory Acquisition (Amendment) Law,No.25/83 prescribed
above has not been overruled by a straight forward judgement. The problem has been
created by the sequence of the occupation of Cypnis by the Turks and the British before

independence. Probably, the makers of the Consîifufionmeant to protect the rights of the
Republic towards the antiquities, by the provision of paragraph 1 of Article 23 of the

Consfifution in some of its respects. The very wording of the provision Ieads to the above
arguments of the Acquinng Authority. Such position was indirectiy sustained by the
District Court of Limassol in case stated No. 15/72 of Michael Ioannou Charalambous v
The Republic. Judge Pikis stated that:

...the nght of the individual to own land CO-existswith the right of

the Govenunent ... the two rights may be enjoyed, the one parallel
to the other....

2.5 Summary of the Legal Problems

The existence of different laws, within a period of about sixty years, provides
Cyprus with various laws in two different languages. Initially, the AnfiquifiesLaw Cap.31
was enacted and continues to this day to be maintained in the English language. M e r the
establishment of the Republic al1 the amendment laws that followed were enacted in the
Greek language. The presence of these two different languages creates many problems in
understanding and interpreting the existing law correctly. The fact that so many
amendment laws have been enacted together with the original Antiquities L w Cap.3 1 does
not provide the means for the existing Law to function effectively. In order to overcome

these problems, a new Antiquities Law should be enacted to incorporate al1 the existing
amendment laws into one uniform and continuous Law, as well as to provide a correct
interpretation of the law. The new Law should aiso be in one language, preferably Greek.
One of the most cornmon legd problems related to this Law concerns cases of
compulsory acquisition. Where land of a historicd value is to be compulsorily acquired
and its value needs to be detennined for compensation purposes, problems arise as to the
actual amount that should be payable to the legal owner of the property. Each person

assessing property to be compulsorily acquired is driven to different conclusions and
estimates of the value. This is mainly caused by the different ways that each person
interprets the Antiquities Lmv,Article 23 of the Constitution,Compulsoty Compe11sation

L m as well as the decisions of cases presented to the Supreme Court.
Another legal problem conceming the Antiquities L m is that,at the time it was
initially enacted, land in Cyprus was divided into categones which were of little value and
the land was mainly used for agricultural purposes Today, land in Cypnis has increased

greatly in value for two main reasons: the increase of the population of the island and the
tourist trade. There is thus a greater demand for land in order to meet the new
requirements, which mostly entail the construction of houses, hotels, apartments and
recreation grounds.
The island also displays an array of different values of land situated within the
same area For example, where one plot of land situated by the sea has a value of 1000
Cyprus pounds per square metre, its neighbouring plot of land may have a value of only
100 Cyprus pounds per square metre. This difference aises h m the fact that the plot of

land with the lower value has au ancient monument or is adjacent to one and is therefore
prohibited fiom k i n g developed for building purposes. For those lands that have an
historical value there are few prospective buyers, as it is a known fact that such
properties cannot be developed or changed in character due to the antiquities that are
situated on them. Prospective buyers can easily define land with an historical value due to
the list of antiquities furnished by Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Lmv Cap.31 .
But in some situations, developers have aquired the lands in hope of having the
restrictions deleted. This has led to a series of situations where there have been
applications for building pennits. The Court has then ordered that the lands be acquired
by the Govemrnent and the compensation paiâ to the potentid developers. It is in these

cases that the Legislation, Constitution, and case Law provides unclear direction for
valuation [see Section 2.4 above]

The problems mentioned briefly above need to be solved in the very near h u e ,

in order that al1 rnatters relating to antiquities cm be executed in an orderly, just and
effective manner. This would surely ensure that the Antiquities Law would be presented

with a stronger legal status as weii as with fewer problems when determining the value of
land to be compulsorily acquired.

Lands that have historical significance need to be protected and preserved to
ensure that the Landmarks of pst civilisations will continue to exist for many generatom
to corne. In Cyprus, the protection of ancient monuments and sites of archaeological
interest is achieved through the enforcement of certain legislation administered by the
Department of Antiquities and the Department of Lands and Surveys.
Up until the period where the Turkish Administration of the island was

terminated and was passed over to the British, no work had actually been carried out to
idenw the island's ancient monuments. However, once the British d e d the island ,they
began not only to ident@ lands of historical and archaeological value, but alm to declare

such land as state property. With the enactment of the first Antiquities L m in 1905 and
the establishment of the Museum Cornmittee this work began to be carried out on a more

systematic basis.

The idenficaticm of lands of ancient value are achieved by expeditions carried out
by both Cypnot and foreign archaeologists. These expeditions are funded by the

Government, international organisations and by overseas Museums. Excavations have
brought to light complete ancient settlements, many of which are of great importance to
the island's history. The findings create, for archaeologists and art lovers, a great interest
in the relics of the history of Cyprus.

This chapter provides information on how the lands with an ancient value were
identified. The declaration of property as ancient monuments as well as the procedute for
the acquisition of such properties is also provided in detail. Some of the problems

associatecl with the administration of movable and immovable antiquities are d m outlined.

3.1.

Identification of Lands of Ancient Value

Fifieen Kingdoms had existed in Cyprus fkom approximately 1050 BC. Proof of
their existence includes map records available at that time as well as the toponomy. The
Kingdoms' names, such as "Amathous", "Curium","Salamis" and "Paphos", are still in
existence today. Being Kingdoms of past civilizations they clearly represented areas
where ancient monuments exist.

Between the years 1865 and 1876 many treasure hunters managed to perform a
systematic pillage of the island's antiquities wcfadden, 19711. As no laws related to
antiquities had been enacted at that tirne, the antiquities were sold to interested and
willing buyers, both locally and abroad, without any difficulty. This fact has certainly
deprived the island of part of its invaluable inheritance.
Illegal excavations continued until 1874 when the Antiquities Law mentioned
earlier was introduced. The objective of the Law was to try to keep as many discovered
antiquities as possible fiom being taken out of Cypms. Subject to the provisions of this
Law the Govemment was entitied to a third part of the fmdings of any excavation for

which a permit was granted. This was later amended with the enactment of a new

Antiquaies Law in 1905.
Subject to the provisions of Law No.4/905 any person who had in their
possession any antiquities had to fùmish the Museum Cornmittee with a list describing
such antiquities. The places identified in the lis& provided the Museum Committee with
the opportunity of discovering new areas where ancient monuments were possible. In
other words, the existence of a small earthen jug that had been provided in one of the lists
furnished to the Museum Committee could have brought to light complete ancient
settlements. The formation of the generai land survey of Cyprus, which began in 1907
and was completed in 1922, helped to provide a precise description of al1 the ancient
monuments that belonged to the State as well as to those that were privately possessed.

3.1.1

Excavations
Excavations have beea the main means for identifying ancient monuments. Once

the Museum Committee had been furnished with the lists of antiquities that had k e n
discovered up until the enactment of the Antiquities L m 1905, the Committee began
extensive research and carried out excavations in those areas where the findings had been
discovered. This work proved to be very fniitfid, bringing to light ancient rernnants of the
island's history.
By 1922, many ancient sites in various districts of the island had been deciared
ancient monuments by the Colonial Government. The results fiom the excavations, dong
with the fact that the fmder of antiquities was awarded one third part of the findings,
caused international interest in the archaeology of Cyprus to grow tremendously. Foreign
archaeologists arrived in Cyprus to undertake excavations, either for their own benefit or

on behalf of foreign institutions and museums [Karageorghis, 19851.
Expeditions were also carried out in CO-operationwith Cypriot and foreign
archaeologists. From 1927-1931 the Swedish Cyprus Expedition carried out extensive
excavations throughout the island, with the first volume of results being published in
1934. During these years many settlements were discovered, with the Neolithic
settlement being considered as the most important by the Department of Antiquities. The
then Curator of Antiquities, Porphyrios Dilcaios, carried out research on the early years
of the prehistory of Cyprus. Between 1931 and 1932, he excavated a large number of
tombs, dating back to the early Bronze Age. These excavations provided the Cyprus
museum with a very rich collection of vases, utensils and bronzes. The Antiquities
Department's personnel have also, through research, increased their knowledge on burial
customs, tomb architecture and religious beliefs of early Bronze Age Cyprus
[Karageorghis, 19851.

A French archaeologist, Claude Schaeffei, carried out excavations in 1933-34 in the

district area of Enkomi on behalf of the Louvre Museum. Another archaeologist, Dr
B.H.Hili excavated in the District of Lapithos in 1931, on behalf of the Pennsylvania
University Museum, and started experiments in the Kourion area which developed into a
major excavation [Cyprus Museum, 19351.
Subject to the provisions of the Antiquities Lmu 1935, an excavating licence is only
provided to those applicants who are considered competent to carry out excavations and
that are recommended by an archaeological society or institution of repute. Archaeological
specialists continue to this day to corne fiom various countries to participate in existing
excavations or to begin thei.own experimental excavations based on research they have
carried out on the island's history. Students and professors often arrive in Cypnis during
the summer holidays for both work and pleasure. Together with workers and technicians
fiom the Antiquities Department, they help in the excavating process, hoping that they
will fïnd even the smallest historicai item.
Unfortunately excavations are both tirne consuming and costly. Lack of funds is
often the cause for delaying the results of completed or partly completed excavations, as
also are the maintenance and restoration of ancient monuments. The Department of
Antiquities is also ofien forced to stop the work it is currently carrying out until fun&
c m be made available for the work to be continued.

3.1.2

Accidental Circumstances
The identification of lands with an ancient value have also been made d e r certain

accidental circumstances have occumd. For example, various earthen pots were brought
to the surface due to the eroding of the shore fkom the sea water and h m the torrents of
w h e r min. When cultivating their land, f'anners often accidentaily fhd ancient caves fiom
which earthen pots, utensils and ancient monuments have been discovered. Other

discoveries were made during the foundation phase in the construction of a cluster of
buildings or a house as well as during the excavations in the creation of roads. These
circumstances were, and often are, the resson for carrying out M e r investigations and
excavations in those areas where the incident has oçcurred.
A recent example of such accidental circumstances is that of the construction of a

new building to house the Couacil of Ministers. Once the digging began, ancient relics
began to appear, forcing the construction to corne to a halt. The Department of
Antiquities has investigated the area but it bas been unable to fmd any important
remnants. Therefore, it has been decided by the relevant state agencies to continue the
building construction under the supervision of the Department of Antiquities. In the
event of the Department fmding something of greater importance, then the works will be
terminated by the Ministry of Communication and Works in order that further
investigations and excavations c m be carried out by the archaeologists of the Department.
Satellite photographs also provide the means of accidentally identiQing lands of
historical and archaeological value. Recent satellite photographs have revealed the
existence of an ancient tiarbour that is situated in front of the ancient seashore town of
Amathous. This ancient harbour is considered to have been built over 3000 years ago.
Exterisive research is currently king carried out by the Antiquities Department on this
matter, and it is hoped that they d l be able to restore this ancient harbour for al1 the
world to see poannou, 19961.

Detector Devices
The Department of Antiquities uses detector devices to try to locate areas of
historical and archaeological value. An experienced and well trained archaeological s w e y
team carries out field work where they literally walk around with detector devices to
discover antiquities. These specialists are capable of identieing ancient artifacts and

therefore know instantiy if an ancient tomb, w d , etc. is waiting to be uncovered.

Local Authorities and Boards

3,1,4

Many local authonties and boards put significant effort in supporthg the works
related to antiquities that are carried out by the Department of Antiquities. One such
board is "The Ayios Tychonas Improvement Board", which has provided help in the
discovery of ancient artifacts in the area in which the town of "Amathous" existed. By
providing economic support and by exerting pressure on the Cyprus Government, on
international organizations such as UNESCO, and on private individuals and organisations
to provide the milch needed h d s , the Board has enabled the Department of Antiquities
to discover new ancient monuments as well as to continue the already existing
excavations.
The main reason that this Improvement Board has shown such a great interest in
the relics of the ancient town of Arnathous is because their offices are situated in this area.
The aim of the Board is to exhibit the complete ancient town of Amathous for ail the
world to see. It is believed that the outcome of this will be signifiant increase in tourism,
which in tum will provide the area with an increase in h d s to use for matters related to
antiquities. Up until today, certain ancient monuments have atready been discovered in
the Amathous area, of which the "Akropoüs", "Agora" and the "Nekropolis" are the most

important. The ancient wall of the town has, due to recent excavations and in-depth
research, begun to be restored ~ o a m o u 1, 9961.

3.2 The Enforcement of the Laws
Until 1935, the Museum Cornmittee was responsible for enforcing the laws
relating to antiquities. Under its administration, the Curator of Antiquities was
responsible for infonning the Commissioner of the discovery of any immovable or
movable antiquities. Where it was believed that an ancient monument existed, a sketch

was drawn up of the area in which it was found and a description provided for the
relevant land and ancient monument. The Curator of Antiquities provided this data to the
Commissioner, who in turn requested that the land holders of the declared ancient
monuments be identified and idormed of the declaration. Under British Rule, each holder
received a copy of the said notification. The main reason that the holders were informed
of the declaration was probably because few properties had at that tirne been identified as
ancient monuments. As more and more plots of land were declared ancient monuments it
became more difficult for the relevant land holders to be informed. Land holders of such
property were restricted to the use and possession of the land, as the Governent kept
the ownership of land.

3.2.1

Declaration of Property as Ancient Monuments
With the enactment of the Antiquities L m 1935, al1 the power that had been

vested in the Museum Cornmittee was given to the Department of Antiquities,
established under this Law for administering al1 matters related to antiquities. When the
Department of Antiquities discovers ancient monuments and it considers that those plots
of land should be included in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Law, the Lands and Surveys
Department (DLS) is requested to venfy the owner and extent of that property. It is also
required to mark that property as an ancient monument on the survey plans by placing
the letters "A.M." ,which stand for ancient monument.

When the Department of Antiquities identifies several plots of land as antiquities
it prepares a list of these properties, dividing them into villages and districts, and attaches
a survey plan of those properties. The Department then informs the Council of Miisters

of the properties that wiIl be required to be declared as ancient monuments. Notice of
such declaration is published in the official Gazette of the Republic of Cypnrs by the
Councii of Ministers. However, as very few people read the 'Gazette", the owners
usually find out about the declaration idomially, e.g., through a fiend of a friend, or at
the time they apply for a building permit. Awareness of this declaration can also be
achieved at the time that a survey plan of a property is requested by the legal owner. If
the letters "A.M." are marked on that survey plan, then the owners know that their
property has been declared an ancient monument. Land that has been declared as an
ancient monument will, at some tirne, be compulsorily acquired from its legal owner to
become the property of the state.
Within 15 days, the affected owners have the right to submit an objection for the
declaration providing reasons as to why their property should not be included in Schedule

"Buof the Antiquities Law. If the objection is sustained, or if no objection is submitted,
which is usually the case, then an order to include those properties in Schedule "8"is
published in the Gazette of the Republic of Cyprus. Those properties are then considered
to be ancient monuments and have al1 the restrictions applicable to Schedule "B"
properties at the time of the publication of that order.
From the tirne of the British Administration until today, two categories of ancient

monuments c m be distinguished: those that were provided in Schedule "B" before the
existence of the Constitution and those that were added to the list afier the island's
independence in 1960. With these two categories, contradictions usually appear where the
value of such property needs to be determined for compulsory acquisition purposes. As
explained in Section 2.4., the Constitution introduced the right to justly compensate any
properties subjected to restrictions or limitations that materially decreased the value of

such properties. This nght was provided to those properties that were included in
Schedule "B"after 1960 when the Constitution was established. Properties that had been
included in Schedule "B"before 1960 weE deprived of the right to be compensated for
the restrictions and limitations imposea on such properties. This policy is maintained by
the DLS,however, the private valuers disagree with this policy as they say that it should
make no difference when the properties were included in Schedule "B". Schedule "A"does
not provide such a problem as it is only concerned with Governrnental property and
therefore the value of such land is irrelevant.

Procedure of Acquisition
The Director of the Department of Antiquities has the power to impose
restrictions on the use and developrnent of private property listed in Schedule "B". The
Director also has the power to request the compulsory acquisition of such property
where it is considered necessary by the Departrnent for carrying out its objectives.
Periodically, and according to its requirements, the Department inforrns the
Ministry of Communications and Works that certain properties should be compulsorily
acquired. The Ministry of Communication and Works publishes a Notice of Acquisition
for the said properties in the Gazette of the Republic of Cyprus. The registered owners
have the right, within 15 days of publication, to submit an objection for such an
acquisition. Such objections are very rare, however, as few people are aware of such
notifications. in fact no cancellation of acquisition has ever been executed. From the date
of the Notice of Acquisition the Lands and Surveys Department undertakes to assess the
value of the property that is to be compulsory acquired. Within 10 months fiom the date
that the Notice of Acquisition was published, an Order of Acquisition is published in the
Gazette of the Republic of C'rus by the Ministry of Communications and Works. During

this period the Lands and Surveys Departrnent is obliged to make an offer to the

registered owner of the property to be acquired.
The registered owner has the right to either accept or refuse the compensation
oflered. In the case where no agreement is achieved between the registered owner and the
Lands and Surveys Department, the District Court is required to detennine the value of
the land to be acquired. Where any party is not in agreement with the District Court's
decision, then that party has the right to appeal to the Supreme Court whose decision is

final. The Supreme Court's previous decisions are taken into consideration where the facts
of current cases are the same because the Supreme Court's decisions are binding.
The Department of Antiquities has no right to make use of the said property
before an offer is accepted. In those cases where the property is required by the
Department immediately, then the Ministry of Communications and Works publishes an
Order of Requisition, so that the Department of Antiquities may continue to carry out
the work already begun in that area.

3.3 Associated Problems

There are many problems associated with the administration of movable and
immovable antiquities. Lack of fùnds is one of the main reasons why land of historical
value is not immediately acquired as welI as why excavations are often delayed. The
export of antiquities has depnved the Department of the possibility of preserving and
exhibiting certain antiquities, and the island as a whole has been deprived of its historical
inheritance.

3.3.1

Legal and Illegal Export of Antiquities
The legal or illegal ways, in which antiquities were removed fiom the island

arouses a great interest in al1 those concemed with antiquities. Under the provisions of the

Antiquities L m of 1905, the Commissioner was provided with the power to issue an

export licence to dealers of antiquities. As a result the island has k e n deprived of many
items of archasological value.
In the museums of England, France and other countries, total sets of mtiquities
can be found that were transferred there either legally or illegally. This problem, which
began in the 19th Century continued unfortunately even d e r the Turkish invasion in
1974. A characteristic case is that of the sale of the icon "Virgin Mary of Kanakaria"

where an American citizen bought the icon nom an agent, who had bought the icon from a
Turkish illicit dealer of antiquities. The Cypw Govemment, together with the Church of
Cyprus, applied to an American Court and man@

tü gaiii,

&er a costly and time-

consuming case, the return of the icon to Cyprus [Southern District Court of Indiana, case
stated No. IP89-304CJ.Another relevant case has now begun in Holland where a highly
priced icon was given, by an agent in Holland, for an auction that was to take place in
Japan. It is again believed by the Govemment of Cyprus that this case, where legal action
will be brought against the agent, will be in its favour and that the icon will be retumed to
its rightful owners [Kyprianou, 19961.
It should be noted that it is easy for specialists to identify stolen icons because
they are unique in al1 the world. However, this is not the case for stolen items such as
statutes, Grecian unis, earthen pots, jewellery, coins, etc. In such cases the Authorities
are unable to identify such items and thetefore, the pillage of antiquities continues to this

very &y without the Authorities being able to take any action.

3.3.2

Possession of Antiquities by Individuab
Many people on the island possess different items which have an archaeological

value. These items may be in their possession because they were passed down fkom

generation to generation, because they bought them illicitly, or because they found them

accidentally during the construction of a house or through farming.
The Goveniment, through new legislation enacted under the Amendment Law
No.S(1)/96, requested that al1 private holdings of antiquities be provided to the

Department of Antiquities in the form of a list within six months h m the date of the
enactment of this Law. Few people have come forward to provide these lists to the
Department. This is delaying the Department in recording these findings in their files as
well as king able to add these items to their exhibits in the various museums of the island.
As people are often reluetant to give up their possessions it is assumed that most
of them will not come fonvard. If this is tme then the only way that the Department will
be able to obtain these items will be through legal action.

Compulsory Acquisition

The properties listed in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Law Cap.31 are many. If
one oaly takes into consideration that the 15 Kingdoms that had existed in Cyprus
constitute 15 towns and that each town includes many plots of land, then many millions
of pounds are required for the Govemment to compulsorily acquire al1 of these plots of
land. As this money is not readily available from the State, the acquisition of al1 the

properties listed in Schedule "B" could not be carried out on a systematic basis. After dl,
the State cannot use al1 of its budget solely for the purpose of acquiring lands with an
archaeological interest.
Due to the fact that the value of land is incnasing rapidly and also due to the
increase in tourist and housing development needs, it is very difficult for the Govemment
to acquire al1 of the plots of land with an historical or archaeological value. Another reason
for the Govemment not being able to acquire al1 the said property immediately is that
new plots of land on which antiquities have been discovered are being added daily to
Schedule "B".As a result the Government acquires every year those plots of land

absolutely necessary for the objectives of the Department of Antiquities, and those for
which owners place pressure on the Govenunent to compulsorily acquire the property so
that they may receive compensation.
Another problem that arises for those properties üsted in Schedule "B"is the f a t
that it is prohibited to perform any housing development and therefore the value and
price of that laad is afkcted. In these cases the use of such land rernains undeveloped and
these plots have only a " h o p value". In the case where their use is allowed to change, and
where the Director of Antiquities allows development, then they are relieved fiom the
restriction and prohibitions and can therefore make use of their land. However, any
development plans made by the owner are supeniised by the Director of Antiquities.
Most plots of land will never be removed fiom Schedule "B". Therefore the

ownen try to find various ways to force the Government to compulsorily acquire their
land in order to receive compensation. This is achieved for example by the owners
applying to the relevant authonties for a building permit or other residential development
permit. As the agency will be unable to refuse such a permit, according to the decisions of
the Supreme Court of Cyprus [Kouloumos et al. v nie Municipafity of Paphos, 19841, the
Government will be forced to acquire that property. The land owners cannot totally be
blamed for theù unorthodox ways of obtaining compensation for their property, as it is

the only way in which they can acquire a sum of money for their "dead" land which in
turn will provide them with the possibility of investing in something more prosperous.

LAND USE AND VALUE
Lands with an historical and archaeological significance are classified differently
fiom other types of land, and are aftlicted by many limitations and restrictions that affect
their use and value. The fact that such lands cannot be developed as desued by the

registered owners is the main reason why there are no prospective buyers and no
economic demaud for the land. Due to the lack of demanâ, the value of such lands remains
quite low and static in the open market.
The Lands and Surveys Department @LS) is the state agency respoasible for
valuation of al1 b o v a b l e property on the island. In determinhg the value of the lands
for compulsory acquisition purposes, the Department uses the cornparison method to
derive the amount of compensation to be paid to the registered owners. However, in cases
where no comparable properties are available, other justifiable methods of valuation are
adopted. As the registered owners of these properties rarely agree with the compensation
amount offered to hem, private valuers are called upon to cany out their own appraisals.
These disputes usually force the parties concemed to apply to the Courts for a full
hearing, in order to arrive at a settlement. Such court cases are usually amicably settled in

Chambers, without the settiement forming a precedent.

This chapter will explain how and why various laws and regdations affect the
value and use of lands with an historical value. How the compensation amount is derived
at in cases where such lands have been acquired is described. The methods of valuation
adopted by both the private and public sectors arc provided in detail. Supreme Court
decisions related to antiquities are noted as are also the problems associated to the
valudar. produre.

4.1 The Law's E-t

on the Use and Value of the Lands

The Antiquities Law,Cq. 31

4.1.1

The Antiquities Law provides for certain restrictions on the use of the lmds with

an archaeological interest. The registeml omets of such properties Carnot use the lands
as they wish, they are only allowed to cultivate such lands, i.e., to grow crops. Where any

building construction or development is intended to be made by the registered owner,
permission must fust be obtained fiom the appropriate authorities, usually the
municipaiities. Subject to the provisions of Article 8, the legal owners are w t allowed to
alter the character of an ancient monument without the consent of the Director of the
Department of Antiquities. The restrictions and limitations imposed upon such lands
affect theu market value, as there is no demand for them. The lack of demand causes their
value to be much lower than the lands bearing no restrictions.

Article 11 of the above mentioned Law provides the Govemor with the power to
control the erection, reconstruction and repairs of the buildings in the neighbourhood of
ancient monuments. AU buildings that may be ailowed to be built m u t be constructed in
character with the ancient monuments. Therefore, where a registered owner of a plot of
land with an archaeological interest also possesses an adjoining plot excluded fiom
Schedule "Bn, that property is also imposed with certain restrictions. The same
restrictions are imposed for properties belonging to other persons in the same
neighbourhood. This may also affect its value and places the owner in a disadvantageous
position.
This Law creates great problems as far as the value of lands included in Schedule
"B" are concerned. Where such lands are to be compulsorily acquired and the amount of

compensation is to be determined, the provisions provided under the Antiquities Law

cause disputes between the registered owner and the Department of Lands and Surveys

(DLS). T'hese differences are describeci in Section 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 of this chapter.

4.1.2

Town and Couniry Planning Law,1972

The Town and Country Planning Law No.90/72, although passed in 1972 did not
corne into effect until the 1st of December, 1990. The reason for this was that this Law
restricted the development of land by determinhg the type of development that could be
made in various areas. In other words, each area was categorised into types of
developrnent, such as industrial, commercial, tourist and residential. Due to these
categories, the value of the land wouid increase enormously in some areas, while in others
it would remain quite static. Subject to Part Five of this Law, decrees c m be issued
providing restrictions on the maintenance of archaeological buildings, planning permits,
protection of trees, etc. Al1 of these provisions provided the Town and Country Planning
Department with greater powers, as well as the possibility of directly affecthg the value
of the lands under its policy. This was one of the main reasons why the Law did not
corne into affect until1990.
The Town and Country Planning Department, in cooperation with the
Department of Antiquities, issued a map in 1990 showhg ali the identified archaeological
areas of the island. Subject to the provisions of this Law, restrictions are provided for any
development that may a&ct an archaeologicai site or anciegt monument, even if the effect
is ody a visual one. The Department's policy is that where development is permitted in
such areas, then the development must be in character with the ancient monument. This
development is then permitted under as many restrictions as the Department may deem
necessary, as well as in accordance with the AnfiquifiesLaw.
Where a building permit is requested for such areas, the Department informs the
Director of the Department of Antiquities of such a request, in order that a Notice of

Acquisition can be issued, before the Department declines the issue of the permit. Permits
for development purposes are not issued as such properties will, at some later date, be
compdsorily acquired by the Department of Antiquities. The reason that the Director
requests a Notice of Acquisition is that, according to the Supreme's Court decision in the
case of Koulournos et al. v the Municipaliy of Paphos [1984], the municipality has no
right to refuse such a permit. It should be noted here that afler the Supreme Court's
decision, many of the registered owners of lands with an archaeologicai interest have
applied for a building permit in order to obtain some kind of compensation fiom the
Govemment for their property. Prior to the decision, no permits had been requested as
the owners knew that they would have been refbsed. This has put pressure on the

Govemment, as it is now obliged to compulsorily acquire the lands and provide
compensation.

Streets and Buildings (Regdatioo) Law

The Streets and Buildings (ReguIaion) Lmv provides for al1 matcers related to the
construction and demolishment of buildings, construction and improvement of roads in
residential areas, the division of land into building sites, horizontal and vertical division of
buildings and the establishment of planning zones. The Town Planning Department
together with Local Authonties are responsible for implementing this Law.
Article 14 of the Law relates to the planning zones. In areas where there are
ancient monuments, these zones are determined by the Department, in cooperation with
the Department of Antiquities. Such lands have been included in planning zones that
permit only a very low density and coverage (1% to 5%). This excludes the possibility of

any residential development and, at the same time, transforms the lands into "green
areast', appropriate oniy for cultivating purposes. It should be noted that after the 1st of

December 1990, these p l k g zones are subject to the provisions of the Town and
Couniry Planning Law (1Vo.90/72).
A problem was created at the time the sewage pipe line system was being

prepared for sending sewage nom the t o m of Limassol to a factory 10 kilometres out of
the town, as the plans were cutting straight through the ancient town of Amathous.
Meetings took place between the Municipality,other o r g h t i o n s invoived in the whole
project, and the Department of Antiquities in order to identi@ ways to construct the
sewage system without demolishing the ancient monuments that existed in that area. The
parties involved managed to corne up with the idea of creating an underground chamber,
whereby the sewage pipes would pass through without darnagiag the antiquities. The
construction, which cost the Government a great deal of money, was completed
successfully and therefore the antiquities were presewed [Economides, 19961.

Compulsory Acquisition Law

4.1.4

The Compulsory Acquisition Law relates to al1 matters concemed with the
acquisition of land that is carried out by the Government and other authorities with a
mutual interest. The main concern here is the amount of compensation payable to the
legai owners of lands with an archaeological interest. Under the provisions of this Law the
material date for the assessrnent of compensation is the date the Notice of Acquisition
was issued.

Until 1983, the compensation paid to land owners was based upon the value of
the land that was being acquired, subject to the provisions of Article 10(a) of the

Compulsory Acquisition Law No. 15/62, For those properties included in Schedule "B" of
the Antiquities Lmu before 1960, i.e., before the Repubiic of Cyprus was established with

a Constitution, it was well known that the value of these properties were Sected due to
the antiquities fiom before 1935. As a result, the restrictions and limitations imposed

upon such lands by the Antiquities h provided for a lower compensation amount in
cornparison with the compensation that would be payable for lands for which there were
no restrictions.
Under the enactment ofthe Compulsory Acquisition (Amendment) Law No. 25/83,
Article 10 was updated to include Section 10(g). This section provides that in cases of
cornpulsory acquisition of lands whose market value has been af5ected by certain
restrictions, an estimation of the loss inflicted due to the restrictions should be made and
added to the amount determined as king the market value of the property. This loss is
encountered due to the provisions stated in Article 23 of the Constitution, where if any
restrictions or limitations materially decrease the economic value of a property then "just
compensation shall be promptly paidt'. Lands that were therefore included in Schedule

"B" after the establishment of the Republic in 1960 were paid a higher compensation
arnount.

The Constitution was enacted in 1960 after the establishment of the Republic of
Cyprus, and is the most fundamental law of the state. Subject to the provisions of the
Constitution, absolute ownership is protected and noone has the right to intervene on
private property.
As far as lands with an archaeological interest are concemed, Article 23 states that
the right of the Republic to safeguard antiquities is preserved or "reserved". Where
restrictions or limitations are imposed on any property, and the economic value of that
property is af5ected then just compensation should be provided. Article 23 also states
that where restrictions and limitations exist for properties, such as the properties included

in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Lmu,the registered owner has the legal right to apply to
the Court through civil action, in order to be compensated for the restriction imposed

upon the property. For compulsory acquisition cases, the Acquiring Authority is obliged,
when calculating the compensation amount payable, to A d an amount which accounts for
the loss inflicted upon the property due to the restriction.
Due to the provisions of the Constitution, a problem arises as to which date
should be considered as the material date by a valuer when assessing the compensation
amount. For example, for properties included in Schedule "B"should the matenai date be
considered as the date the property was included in Schedule "B", the date of the Notice
of Acquisition, or the date where the registered owner applied to the Court? Once this is
established, is it correct to include a property in Schedule "B" in 1935 and then to pay the
owner compensation for the restriction imposed on the property with 1996 or present
day prices? Also, in cases where compensation for limitations is paid, af'ter the owner has

applied for an action to the Court, what happens if the Department of Antiquities later
releases the property fiom its restriction? In circurnstances where the property has
become state land and the Department of Antiquities releases the said property fkom its
restrictions and no longer requires it, then the Department offers the land to its previous
owner at the pnce for which it had been acquired [Compulsory Acquisition of Properfy

Law Nu.15/62].

4.2 Determining Value and Compensation

There are many methods of vaiuation that can be adopted by a valuer to determine
the market value of a particular property. Choosing the correct method is of vital
importance to the task of the valuer. For properties classified as having antiquity
restrictions, the methods most commonly used are the market cornparison method and the
replacement cost method. The latter is mainly used in cases where buildings exist on the
land, and they have been included in Schedule "B"of the Antiquities Law.

The value of the lands in question is determined by the valum of the DLS,acting
on behalf of the Republic, and by private practising valuers acting on behalf of private
individuals. Although the same methods of vduation are used to determine the value of
the lands that are to be compuisorily acquired, the parties concerned often anive at
different results. This forces the parties concemed to apply to the Court for some kind of
settlement. The presiding Judge has the right to adopt the value derived at by one of the
valuers, or to provide a market value of the property king acquired based on the judge's
own estimate.
It should be mentioned that there are two methods of detehning the value of
such lands for compensation piuposes. Each method provides two approaches. The nrst
method is used where comparable d e s are available. The fkst approach would be taken if
comparable sales are available within the restricted ares, and it would be correct to say
that the other lands will have the same value as those provided for comparable purposes.
A second approach would be to take into account not only the comparable sales within

the restricted area, but also to take comparable sales of properties outside the restricted
area. The result of this approach would be that a combination of comparable factors
would be used to derive a more justifïed value of such lands.
However, in areas where no comparable sales in the restricted area are available
another method is adopted. In this case the first approach taken is when the property hes
no value in the free market due to the restrictions, whereby the legal owners would be
compensated in accordance to the provisions of Article 23 of the Constitution together
with Article 10(g) of the Cornpulsory Acquisition Law No. 15/62. The result wodd be
that the owners would be compensated at pnces that the properties would have had
without any restrictions. This approach had been decided by the Supreme Court in the
case Kouloumos et al. v The Republic, 1995. The second approach in this case is to
analyze the difference that the plots of land have in other areas that have antiquities with

those lands that do not have antiquities, and then apply the ciifference to the plots of land

in question. Using this approach the owner would be compensated at a lower price thaa
the prices of the neighbouring lands without any restrictions.

Wben is Valuation Needed
Valuation is needed in cases where lands are king acquired h m their legal owners
and the compensation payable needs to be determined. in the past, the valuers of the DLS
prepared their valuations and sent them directly to the registered owwrs. Most of the
ownen viewed the valuation of the DLS Officers as king "sacred" and therefore accepted
and received the amounts offered as compensation for their land. Famers were generally

more willing than othea to accept the sum of compensation oEered for their land by the

DLS,as they considered it an insult to take the Republic to court. M e r dl, the State was
constructing various works (roads, schwls, etc) to improve their village. People that may
have dared to apply to the Court may have been considered blameworthy by the other
vülagers.

The first to apply to the Courts, when disagreeing with the compensation payable
by the DLS for their land, were the town people and people fiom the nearby areas.

Initially with hesitation and then later in agreement with their lawyers, they applied to
the Courts to secure a higher amount of compensation. Sometimes the outcome of the
case was in the plaintiffs favour, and they therefore received a higher compensation
amount [e.g., Kirtos v The Republic, 19711. However, on other occasions the Court was

not convinced that the value of the land was greater, and therefore the amount payable
was that initially offered by the DLS [e.g., No. 13/83, Panayiotou et al. v The Republic,
19941.
As tirne went by, it grdually became known that one could accept and receive the

money offered as compensation by the DLS,and at the same tirne apply to the Court to

secure a higher amount, since there was no way that the sum payable would be decreased.

Certainly, a fact that has made the registered owners become bold bas been that the Court
costs are always paid by the State. In other words, the expenses of the lawyer and also
the private valuer of the plaintiff an paîd by the State. Many lawyers lcnowing this fa%
as well as king infonned about a particular acquisition, seek out the omets and convina

them that they will handie their case f k e of charge. They know that whether they lose or
win the case they wiil still get paid by the State. In particular, if they manage to obtain a

higher amount of compensation than that offered by the DLS,then it would be considered
a major event and would be appreciated by the people living in the area where the
acquisition was executed.
Al1 of the above, together with the fact that the value of the lands have increased
since 1980 on a yearly basis, and the change in attitude of the claimants has resulted in an
increase of court cases conceming compulsory acquisition matters. People feared that the
DLS valuers were trying to Save the Governent money and the trust that once existed
with the DLS b e p to fade. This was mainly due to the increase in lawyers and private

valuers, and also Court case precedents that ofien justified the registered ownea.
This phenornenon became even more well known in cases of compulsory
acquisition of lands with an archaeological interest than for cases not related to antiquities.
The reason for this was that al1 the registered owners of a particular area where ancient

monuments existed were fiom the same village and were ofien related to one another.
This, and the fact that there were few sales of immovable property in such areas, meant
that when a property was to be acquired everyone knew about it. As a result the
registered owners joined forces and agreed to request a greater amount of compensation
for their acquited land.
Therefore, today, where acquisitions are performed for archaeologid reasons, one
usually accepts the compensation o f f e d by the DLS.In particular, the registered owners
claim that money should be sought fkom international organisations, such as UNESCO,

and that they should be paid in full, since ancient civilisations have international benefit.

Moreover, they recently declared that if the Courts of the Republic were not willing to
support their claims, then they would appeal to the European Council. This declaration
was made by demonStTators who had gathered outside the District Court of Limassol
during a hearing of a present case related to antiquities [case stated No.56/YO, Puvlou v
n e Republic] in the Amathous area.

The Valuation Profession in Cyprus
Valuations are carried out by both the private and public sectors. Valuatiom for
the State are carried out by the land valuen of the DLS. They are responsible for
preparing a wide range of professional valuation services for many governmental
departments or authorities, valuations for land acquisitions and valuations of al1
properties for property tax reasons. Their valuation is based on their experience, as well
as on the intemal training obtained h m their participation in valuation courses. However,

it should be noted that the Department has a number of qualified valuers who have
obtained their degrees fiom British Universities.
The branch of private practising valuers, although quite recent, is growing rapidly
in Cyprus. The fwst professional valuers were employees of the DLS. 'ïhey opened
special offices offering seMces for valuations, management and other related services.
Many of these employees were sent, while working at the DLS, on scholarships to
England where they achieved the title of land manager, valuer or adrninistrator. They also

obtained the professional title of Chartered Surveyors, as members of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors.
Until 1990 practising veluers were allowed to carry out valuation for the pnvate
sector even if they haci no qualifications in this area With tbe provisions of the Scientifie
and Technical C h b e r Law No.224/90,in order to be able to practise the profession of
duation in the private sector, one must have qualifications as a valuer and be a member

of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS).Those who were private valuers
before the enactment of this Law continued to be allowed to perfonn valuations. It should

be noted that under the new legislation the DLS vsluers are not aiiowed to becorne private
valuers once they have left or retired nom the Department if they do not have the
required (e.g., RICS memhhip) quaiifkation.

~rivate'valuersdepend on experience gained during their employment at the DLS,
and on the qualifications they possess. It seems that with these qualifications, (e.g., RICS

membership) they are able to present themselves at Court proceedings with greater ease

than other valuers. In particular, knowing that many judges are not well infonned on the
value of lands with ancient monuments, they try, with various theories, to convince the
Court to adopt prices that are dramatically higher than the real market price of those
areas.

4.2.3

Methods of Valuation
There are many methods of valuation that c m be used by a valuer to arrive at the

correct figure or market value of a particular property. The correct choice of the method
to be used is of vital importance. The cornparison method is used where the valuer
compares the value of property with other similar properties. This method will be
describecl in Section 4.2.4.

The replacement cost rnethod is used when the valuer ne& to detemine the cost
of a new building. This method is fkquently applied when valuing buildings for which
there are no comparable sales. Such building include schwls, libraries, churches, and other

public buildings. A point worth rememkring when using this method is that cost is net
always value. The reason for this is that such properties generally need to be replaced by
alternative premises which have to be newiy built since alternatives rarely exist.
Therefore, the price required by someone owning such properties is the cost of providing

comparable alternative accommodation which means a new site and a new building. The
price for the site will be based on the value of comparable sites while the cost of the
building is derived fiom prevailing building costs. The market value of the onginal
property, on the othern hand, will be the replacement cost minus the depreciation

pritton et al., 19801.
The income capitalization method is w d to value properties on the basis of their
income-generating capabilities. Such properties include hotels, petrol stations, cinemas,
etc., as their value depends on various factors that combine to produce a potential level of
business. The market value is usually determined by the volume of trade or business
cmied on [Britton et al., 19801.

4.2.4

The Direct Cornparison Sales Method
The simplest and most direct method of valuation is the direct comparison

method. By usiag this methoâ, the valuer arrives at the market value by comparing the
property with other similar properties which were sold in the open market. Such
comparable sales m u t be d i a b l e and genuine and the sale prices must not be understateci.
Even more important, the properties under comparison must be really comparable, i.e.,
similar in nahual and legal characteristics, including area. Another important point is that
the date of the comparable sales must be as close as possible to the date of the valuation.

If not, adjustment of the sale prices must be made, according to the annual price increases.
Properties that can be valued with this method include residential, agricultural, and
development land. Although this is considered to be the simplest method of valuation it
-

cari

become complex due to dissimilarities that often occur. The features and

dissirnilarities that have to be taken into account are:

a)

Location and Situation. The position of any property is unique and it is an
important factor in the value of a property. Situation refers to the location of the
parce1 relative to roads, urban areas, water, etc.

b)

Physical State. The physical condition of a property depends on the maintenance,
repair, and decoration. For agricultural properties this might include shape, and

topography. The most important characteristic in Cyprus is size. Soi1 quality and
type of crop are not taken into account in Cyprus. Two otherwise physically
identical properties can be in sharp contrast if one is weil rnaintained and the other
is not. Occupiea of residential property tend to make alteratioos, which v q

nom miwr to major improvements, e.g., instailation of central heating. Therefore,
houses that externally look identical are in fact different when seen on a closer
inspection.
c)

Tenure. There are various interests in property, but the direct cornparison method
is mainly used for the valuation of a fieehold interest. This is because leasehold
interests can Vary greatly. For example, the method is not applicable for
cornparhg a shop with a 35 year leasehold interest to a shop with absolute
Ownership.

d)

Purpose. The purpose of a valuation is an important element in deciding upon the
method to be adopted. For example if prospective sellers ask a private valuer to
determine the value of their property for the purpose of selling it, and for the
sarne property a prospective buyer asks the same valuer to determine the value of
the said property, then the valuer may corne up with two different estimations.

e)

Time. Transactions take place in the market reguiarly. As the market is not static
the price obtained for a property at one time may not necessarily be achieved if
the same property is sold later p a o n et al., 19801. Therefore, it is necessary to
index comparable sales to the date for which the property is being valued.

A disadvantage of the comparison method is its inflexibility. This derives fiom the
fact that no two pieces of land are identicai. To overcome this cüfiïcuity the valuers need
to break down their data into units of comparison. This is achieved by analyzing the
available sale prices into figures per square metre or per hectare and by dividing the
property into sections. An example of this method is provided in Appendix II

4.2.5

The DLS Approach
The value of land in compdsory acquisition cases, where ancient monuments

exist, is determined initially by the valuer of the DLS. In preparing the valuation, the
officer of the Department carries out certain steps. Investigations are carried out to obtain
comparable sales of properties situated in the same area of the land king acquired. If
adequate comparable sales are found, an adjustment is made to the identified prices if the
features of the comparables are not the same with the property being acquired, in order to
determine the value of the land to be acquired. If no adequate comparable sales are
available within the same area, in other words in areas included in Schedule "B" of the
Antiquities L m , then comparable sales are obtained fkom areas outside the archaeological

areas, and then the prices are justifîed accordingly.
The date when the lands being compulsorily acquired had been included in
Schedde "Buis of great importance to the DLS valuer, as two options are available to
value such lands. For lands included in ScheduleWB"before 1960, the valuer deducts 50%
£tom the value of the neighbouring lands to account for the restrictions imposed on the
acquired parcel. However, for lands included in Schedule "B" after 1960, the vaiuer
deducts only 10% to 15%.
The policy for deducting 50% fiom the initial market value of neighbouring lands
was enforced by the DLS after the analysis of two comparable sales taken fiom the

-

Amathous area situated outside the town of Limassol after 1983. Both comparable

properties were Listed in Schedule "B", but the Director of the Department of Antiquities
had released one of the comparable properties and had aîlowed the possibility of
development for tourïst purposes. The dinmnce in this case between the two property
values was 100:43, where the undeveloped property had a value of 43% of the value of
the developed property. Therefore it was decided that for lands with archaeological
restrictions the compensation amount would be 50% lower than the value of properties
without any such restrictions. This policy whicb was based on only one cornparison was
tenninated aAei the precedent provided in the case of Kouloumos et ai. v The Repubiic,
1995. This was replaced by taking comparable sales fiom areas within and around the

neighbouring area of land included in Schedule "B"to finding an average value which will
then be adopted for the property being acquired
For lands included in Schedule "B" d e r 1960, the policy for deducting 10% to
15% fiom the price of lands without any restrictions was adopted by the DLS valuers. In

circumstances where al1 the comparable sales are within the areas of properties listed in
Schedule "B", full compensation is payable without any adjustments made to the initial
prices. However, if the comparable sales are h m properties excludeâ h m Schdule "B",
then the DLS valuers deduct a percentage of 10% to 15% fiom the price of those
comparable due to the restrictions imposed upon such lands. After the decision provided
in Kouloumos et al. v The Republic, 1995, this policy has also been terminated. Due to
this there seems to be a lot of uncertainty as to what policy should now be adopted.

The DLS valuer considers that properties Listed in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities
Law, were at the tirne that law came into effect on 3 1112/1935, dassified as "Arazie
Mine" land with restricted rights. Hence the nght of ownership is not absolute and has a
limited value. According to such classification ("Arazie Mirie") of land, the registered
owner only had the nght of cultivation. Ownership was retained by the State. The DLS
valuers also daim that although The Immovable Properv (Tenure, Registrafion and

Valuation) L m , Cap 224 abolished the categones of land and provides for absolute

ownership, Article 3 (1) of the same Law States that the provisions of any previous Laws
enacted shodd be taken into consideration. As the previous Antiquities

Lmv. C q
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continues to be effèctive the DLS valuers consida that the restrictions h p o d upon land
included in Schedule "B" in 1935 continue to be valid
Another factor affecthg the DLS valuer's estimation regarding the compensation
amount for land under aquisition is the fact that when the property under acquisition
was listed in Schedule "B" at the t h e that the Antiquities Lmv aime into efféct, the bundle

of rights was not fully protected by Article 23 of the Comtitution, as the Constitution did
not corne into effect until 1960. Also, although the land valuers claim that the material
date for determinhg the value of such lands is the date that the Notice of Acquisition was
issued, the material date for the loss encountered due to the restriction imposed should be
the date that the property was imposed with this restriction.
When preparing valuations for reasons other than for compulsory acquisition, no
problems are usually encountered by the DLS valuers. Problems anse only when the
valuers need to prepare valuations for compulsory acquisitions of land, in areas where the
values of properties are high, and in cases where legal and other problems exist. In other
words, in cases where no agreement is achieved for the compensation amount payable
between the DLS officers and the registered owners.

4.2.6

The Private Valuers Approach
In contrast to the DLS valuers, private valuers prepare their valuations for lands

included in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Law ignoring possible sales that occur in rare
occasions of similar properties included in Schedule "B".They adopt the highest
comparable prices of lands without an xchaeological interest. They also tend to ignore al1
the limitations and restrictions imposed upon such lands, and they adopt values similar to
those of properties without any restrictions [Christodoulou, 19961. It m u t be mentioned

here that such valuations are not king used for possible prospective sales or investments.
They are only intended, M y , to provide information to the registered owners of the
properties whose land use rights have been restncted and which have been compulsoriiy
acquired for compensation purposes, and secondly. for presenting the information at
Court through testimony.
Private valuers tend to adopt different approaches of valuation depending on the
purpose for which the valuation is king carried out. For example, if they are required to
estirnate the value of a property in order for the owner to obtain a loan, the result of their
valuation will be different fiom an estimation required for cornpulsory acquisition
purposes. According to the private valuers it is the principles of the methods of valuation
that obliges them to adopt a different approach of valuation [Nicolaides, 19961.

The material date for the imposition of the restriction of the Antiquities Law is
considered by the pnvate practising valuers as king the date the Notice of Acquisition
was issued

- when the registered owners applied for a development permit and their

application was refused. Due to this refusal, the Director of Antiquities has under the
powers provided by Section 8 of the Antiquities L m , caused an absolute prohibition on
land development by the poperty owner. This prohibition is considered to be, by the

private practising valuers, a constructive imposition, and therefore the loss incurred upon
that property should be compemated for, as of the tirne the prohibition was imposed and
at tbe prevailing market prices.
These vaiuers accept that prior to September lst, 1946, lands were classified into
categories, e.g., " M e Mirie". Afier the enactment of the Imovable Property (Tenure,

-

Regishution and Valuation) Law,Cap.224 such properties had absolute ownership with
full development value. Therefore, it is considered that as absolute ownership has been
provided, it is imlevant if the property is included in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities
1935 L m . On acquiring the land full compensation should be provided for with no

limitations based on land tenure status before 1946.

The subsequent imposition of restrictions by the Director of Antiquities
prohibiting development, gives the right to compensation under Article 23 of the
Constitution, which according to Article lO(g) of the Conrpulsory Acquisition
(Amendmenî) Lmv No.25.83 should be included in valuing the compensation payable for
the acquisition. The private valuers therefore claim that the above mentioned articles
provide in cases of compulsory acquisition that the registered owner be paid in full, as if
there were no restrictions on the property. In other words, if the market value of a
property without restrictions and limitations is today CYP 100 and the market value of a
similar property included in Schedule "B" is CYP 10 then it is considered that the loss of

CYP 90 should be paid to the owner. In this way the full market value is obtained.
During Court proceabgs private valuers do not generally insist on these extremes
until the very end of the trial. Instead, they try to corne to a settlement outside the Court
by decreasing their valuatiom dramaticaily during the negotiations d e d out in the Court

chambers as well as during the discussions that take place between the DLS valuers and
themselves.

4.3 Supreme Court Decisions

Various decisions have been issued by the Supreme Court of Cyprus related to
lands being compulsory acquired, speci6ing that lands should be paid a compensation
amount of 10% to 25% or less from the market value of the neighbouring lands that are
excluded fiom ScheduleWB"of the Anfiquities Law. A few of the most important cases
related to the acquisition of such lands, where the compensation amount offered by the

DLS was considered to be inadequate by the registered owners, are provided below. It
should be noted that the only case that has been adjudicated by the Supreme Court after
the enactment of the Complsory Acquisition (Amendment) Law, No.25/83, is Kouloumos
et al. v The Repubiic in 1995.

Lordos et a&v The Governntent of Cyprrrr, 1959

4,3.1

This case received judgement on Jmuary 2Oth, 1959, before the establishment of
the Republic of Cyprus. The case was first brought before the Compensation Assessment
Tribunal, the authority responsible for such matters at that time. The plaintiff was
granted a permit to divide the land, but had been refused a building permit The fate of the
property as land ripe for building development had therefore k e n d e d in an imvocable
manner, a fact that had direct bearing on its value. The Supreme Court's interpretation of
Section 8(1) of the Antiquities Lmu stated that by Mrhie of Section 8 of the said Law, the
Director of Antiquities bas the discretion to refuse to give a permit and therefore absolute
prohibition is within the Director's powers.
The Supreme Court therefore agreed with the Compensation Assessment
Tribunal's decision to pay the plaintiff a compensation amount of CYP 860 per donum

k fkom restrictions were at that
(Le., 1337.8 sq. metres). The actual value of properties f
time in the range of CYP 4.000 per donum. The difference was approximately 20 %.

4.3.2

Rumudan v The Electriciiry Authority of Cyprus and Another, 1961

Although this case is not related to matters conceming antiquities, it is worth
mentionhg as it provides a different approach to Article 23 of the Constitution. The case
was related to the installation of overhead electricity lines running across the plaintifYs

ProPem'
Accordhg to the Supreme Court's decision, Article 23(3) of the Constitution could
not b resorted to in respect of restrictions or limitations imposed upon propetties before
the 16th August, 1960. This decision aided the Acquiring Authority, when determinhg
the amount of compensation payable in cases of compulsory acquisition of lands with an

archaeological interest, by deducting a certain percentage for the restrictions and
limitations imposed upon such lands before 1960.
However, in the opinion of the Court such imposition may be either "achuil" or
"constructive". "Actual" is when restrictions or limitations are imposed for the very nrst
tirne. "Constructive" is when, during the time of imposed restrictions or limitatioos, there

has been: a basic change in the nature of the use of the land; and administrative action
taken under the provisions of a Law, a f k n h g the continued existence of such restrictions
or limitations notwithstanding the aforesaid basic change.
The Court considers that the provisions of the second part of paragraph 3 of
Article 23 of the Constitution apply where, in the case of such constructive imposition of
restrictions or limitations, the aforesaid administrative action took place after the date of
the coming into force of the Constitution notwithstanding the fact that the aforesaid basic
change in the nature of the use of the land comrnenced before such date. This fact was
accepted in 1962 in the case Anastasiadou et al. v The Municipal Commission of Nicosia,
where the Ramadan case was achowledged.

Micliael v The Iitprovement Board of Dhali et aLJ969
During the hearing of this case, related to lands with an archaeological interest, the
term "Ancient Monument" was defined as including not only any object or building but
also any site specified in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Law. A~so,although it was
agreed that the Director of Antiquities had the nght to refuse any building construction on
property within the scope of the relevant Law, the Court held that:

In the light of the letter and the spirit of the relevant provisions of
our Constitution (regarding Fundamental Rights and Liberties), the
absolute prohibition of any building construction should be
resorted to, nowadays, under section 8(1), only when absolutely
necessary in view of the circumstances of a particular case, and

not by way of general policy; and before deciding to prohibit
building completely on a specific site, the Director of Antiquities
shouid satisfy himself that nothing short of that, such as the
imposition of appropriate terms, will meet the needs of the
particular situation.

Kittos v The Republic, 1971
In this case a building permit had been refused by the Director of Antiquities
subject to the powea provided to him by Article 8(1) of the Antiquities Law. It was
considered that the property in question had been declared an ancient monument by an
act of the legislature, and not by an administrative act. The Court iiad to decide whether

the measure of compensation to be paid to the claimant was the value of the land acquired
as an agricultural holding or as a site ripe for development. It was decided that the
measure of compensation payable should be the value of the land acquired as an

agricultural holding. Therefore the Court found that the percentage amount to be deducted
fiom the market value of the neighbouring non-agriculhiral lands without restrictions was
to be 15 percent.

4.3.5

Antoni v The Republic, 1973
This case was related to a plot of land, included in Schedule "B", that was king

acquired for the construction of a new road linking Nicosia with Limassol. Due to the
acquisition, the owner's property had been divided into two parts. The Court held that
the claimant was entitled to additional compensation for the injurious affection incurred

upon the said property. The dimensions of the plot, d e r severance, in cornparison to the
plot before acquisition is one other factor that injuriously affected the value of the
remaining property.

The Court said the compensation for land acquired should be equd to the value
the land would fetch in the open market by a willing vendor at the dete the Notification of
Acquisition is published. The methd to be used for assessing the compensation was
determined by the Court as being the Direct Cornparison Method. From the evidence
provided, the Court reached the conclusion that the subject property, was at the material
time worth 10% less than a comparable property in the same area equally well situated
without restrictions.

4.3.6

The AItorney Gened of the RepuMic v Charalumbous et a&,
1983
This case was also concemed with properties included in Schedule "B".It stated

that although the valuations were based on the direct cornparison method, the valuers of

each side showed several drawbacks in their assessments, and therefore the Court could
not entirely accept the valuation or evidence of either valuer. Therefore the Court

proceeded to make its own adjustments and esthates upon consideration of the evidence
taken as a whole. It was also accepted that by law the aquired lands had a "hope" value,
and this value was considered reasonable in the circumstances because of the absence of

any expert evidence on the archaeological potentialities of these lands. In other words, the
"hope" value is provided for properties included in Schedule "B", that may, in the future,
be released fiom its current restrictions and limitations and be allowed to be used as so
desired by the registered owner.

4.3.7

Chrhtofides v The Republic, 1984
This case dealt with the situation whereby the claimant, who had declined the

compensation amount provided by the Acquiring Authority, had delayed in applying to

the Court for the compensation amount to be amended. The Court considered that this

delay should not be held agauist the appellant. The Court held that interest should k

awarded to the claimant in order to compensate him for the loss that he has s u f f ' as a
result of being deprived of rights he had over bis property, and that compensation is paid

in order to make sure that the person whose property is expropriated receives no Iess

than what he would be entitled to receive at the time the acquisition was published.
Therefore, the interest payable on the assessrnent was increased by the Court, fiom 4%
as of the date the order of compulsory acquisition was issued to 9%.

4.3.8

Koulournos et a&v The Republic, 1995

The most debated case on valuation of lands with antiquities in Cyprus is
Kouloumos et al. v The Republic, 1995. This case concemed the acquisition of land in the
Paphos District, included in Schedule "B" of the Antiquities Lav before 1960. During the
Civil Court hearing, the lawyers of both parties had agreed that the value of the properties
excluded from Schedule "B",within the vicinity of the land in question, had the
determined market value that had been assessed by the valuers of both parties. As far as
the value of the land in question was concerned, the DLS insisted on their policy of
deducting 50% fiom the initial market value of the neighbouring lands (as described in
Section 4.2.5). The Court was required to decide the actual percentage that should be
deducted h m the market value of those comparable properties in order to identify the
amount of compensation that should be paid to the plaintiff.
The Judge however dismissed the method adopted by the Acquiring Authonty,

charactensing it as king an "Intellectual Practise" (i.e., theoretical) that could not be used
to determine the compensation amount. The judgement provided by the Court was that
only 10Y0be deducted off the market value of the above mentioned property.

The DLS did not agree with the decision of the Civil Court and therefore appealed
the case the Supreme Court to detenaine the percentage to be deducted. From the facts,
the Supreme Court identified two issues. Firstly, subject to the provisions of the
Compulsory Acquisition (Amendment) Low, No. 25/83, where the market value of any
land has been affected by certain restrictions, an estimation of the loss inflicted should be
made and added to the amount determined as king the market value of the property.
Furthemore, Article 23 of the Constitution specifies that if there are any restrictions ihat
materially decrease the economic value of a property then "just compensation shall be
promptly paid".
Secondly, the evidence provided at the case drew the Supreme Court's attention to
the fact that a M e r restriction had been made on that property by the State, when the
registered owner had applied for a permit to build and was refiised by the Municipality of
Paphos. The plaintiff had lodged an appeal, and in the 1984 case Koulounros et al. v The
Municipaity of Paphos, the Supreme Court decided that the Municipality had no nght to
refuse such a permit. The Court stated that a new restriction had been imposed by the
State, at a later date than the date the land had k e n included in Schedule "B". Due to this
new restriction, and to the fact that the Municipality had no nght to refuse a building
permit, the value of the property had to be determined as of the date the permit was
refused, and not as of the date the land was irnposed with an archaeological restriction.
The Supreme Court therefore, ordered that no percentage be deducted fkom the market
value of the neighbouring properties and that the plaintiff be paid in Ml. This decision is
currently king extensively discussed by the Acquiring Authority, as it could lead to a
heavy financial burden on the State Budget.

This last case is the only one which bas been decided by the Supreme Court after
the enactment of the Complsov Acquisition (Amendment) Lmv,No.25/83.The DLS did
not agree with the Supreme Court's judgement. The Department in coopexation with the
Attorney General's Office claims that it lost the case for two reasons. Firstly, the

Director of Antiquities in cooperation with the Municipaiity of Paphos had refused a
building permit and the owners had managed to obtain a judgment of the Supreme Court
whereby it stated that the Municipality of Paphos was obliged to issue a building permit.
Secondly, the District Court had not accepted the valutions provided by the DLS as
being fair. It had also been agreed by both parties, d u ~ the
g hearing, what the value of

the said land would have been if it had borne no restrictions. This limited what the

Supreme Court discussed to the issue of the percentage for restrictions instead of allowing
discussion of the issue of the DLS policy of detennining values at 50% less than
comparable properties. Due to these reasons, it is essentiai that a carefid and cautious
study be carried out whenever a new case is presented before the Court, for determinhg
the compensation amount payable for the acquisition of land with an archaeological

interest.

4.4 Summary of Problems Associated with Valuation

The task for determinhg the value of lands declared as ancient monuments is a

long and difficult process for the valuers involved. As lands with an histoncal and
archaeological interest are at some stage acquired by the Director of the Department of
Antiquities, the value of such lands needs to be detennined. The DLS valuers tend to have

a different approach in denving the compensation amount to be paid than the private
valuers.

DLS vaiuers consider that as the property is included in Schedule "B" of the
Antiquities Law, it is deprived fkom potential development, and therefore its economic

value is much lower than the other lands excluded fiom Schedule "B".The material date
used by the DLS valuers for their valuation is the date when the Notice of Acquisition
was issued. However, when deteminhg the loss that the property has incurred, the DLS

valuers consider that it should be calculated at the tirne that the restriction was imposed
on the property.

Private valuers also consider that the material date to be used for theif valuetion is
the date of the Notice of Acquisition. However, they also claim that subject to the
provisions of Article 23 of the Constitution, if possible restrictions or limitations are
imposed upon any property which a e c t its vaIue, then that loss should be included in
assessing the compensation payable for the acquisition. Therefore, the private valuers
take comparable sales of properties, clear of any restrictions, as they consider that

properties afTected by Schedule "B" antiquity restrictions, have the same attractiveness
fiom the demand side and consequentiy the same value as other similar properties clear of
any restrictions.

It is therefore clear that in cases of compulsory acquisition of properties which are
affected by the provisions of the Antiquities Law, there is a marked difference between the
approach of the valuers of the two parties, i.e., the Acquiring Authority, being the DLS,
and the registered owwr represented by the private valuer. The valuer of the DLS starts
from the premise that a property which is afTected by any restrictions of the Antiquities

-

Law is less attractive, in spite of the various legal arguments the latest amendment of the
Compulsory Acquisition legislation of 1983 and the 1995 case of the Supreme Court
Kouloumos et al. v The Republic. Due to the large amounts involved in such claims, the

DLS is probably not prepmd to accept the new situation without further litigation
The registered owners of affected properties are increasingly becoming aware of
their rights and possibilities of achieving higher claims. This is being supported by the
rising standards and efficiency of vaiuers in private practise. This difference of opinion
leads almost all such cases kfore the Civil Court for a full hearing. The Judges, even if the
formal hearing starts, are very reluctant to finish and issue a formai judgement due to the
risk of their judgement king overtumed on appeal by the Supreme Court. To avoid such
responsibility, Judges may delay or avoid judgement. At the end, &er considerable

delays, most cases are amicably settled in Chambers, without the settlement fomiing a
precedent, and without the judge having a risk of providing an unstable judgement
Basically, there are two questions that need to be amwered in order that a sound
valuation procedure be accomplished by both types of valuers, in cases of compulsory
acquisition. Firstly, the date that should be taken into consideration in detennining the
value of the land, subject to the provisions of Article 10(g) of the Compulsoy Acquisition
Amendment L m , No. 25/83 must be established. Should the compensation be determiwd
on the basis of the value that existed during the t h e that the relevant restriction was
published, at the date of the decision of the appropriate authorities where available, or at
the date where the Notice of Acquisition was published? Secondly, the interpretation of
the term "materially decrease", provided under the provisions of Article 23 of the
Constitution, must be defhed. This is especially important d e r the decision of the
Supreme Court in Koulounios et al. v The Republic, 1995, as well as after the amendment
of Article 10 of the Compulsory Acquisition L m , No.25/83. m e r dl, it is not possible to

have a fixed percentage that should be considered in the assessrnent of the compensation
payable. Each case should be considered individually and the percentage amount should

be defined with great care as each plot of land has its own mtural characteristics.
Al1 the above issues need to be clarified as these questions cause considerable
delay and uncertainty in completing cases of compulsory acquisition for antiquities. For
any delay, there is a provision in the Compulsory Acquisition of Properly Law,to remedy
the loss to the owner by payment of simple interest at 9% per annum, which is the
highest nominal interest rate, h m the date of the Notice of Acquisition to the date of
payment. This provision may be criticised, because it may benefit the Sected persons

and be detrimental to the Acquiring Authority if the annual increase in values is less than
9%. The contrary occurs if the annuai increase is more than %.

Land classification is an important source of data when analyzing the trends and
factors influencing property value. Knowing what the land is used for, or what it is
permitted to be used for, will help the valuer in deciding the highest and best use of the
property, as well as selecting the appropriate valuation method. Other data requirements
for land valuation are zoning laws, density and coverage, building permits and rent
controls, as they each affect property values. Accurate sales data of nearby properties is
another vital asset for calculating and hding the best value of the property.
There are many sources available to the valuer in obtaining the information
required for determinhg the compensation payable for property k i n g compulsorily
acqwed. Govemmental departments provide information on building permit data, sales
data, land-use planning data, and zoning data. Building contractors provide data on the

cost of new or existing buildings. Banks,real estate agencies and companies provide sales
information. Other sources providing valuable idonnation are magazines and newspapers.
Land-related data is collected, stored and presented in various ways. Some data is
maintained manuaily in registers, and other data is stored and maintained in personal
computen. In Cypm it is quite easy to obtain this information since al1 agencies
involved use plot number, sheet plan number, scale, and village/town to reference
information. Computer technology is quite a new concept in Cyprus, and cornputers have
therefore only recently began to be introduced in both the pnvate and public sectors.
In this chapter a description of the information required to carry out property
valuations will be provided. The sources of information as well as how the data is
managed are mentioned. Some of the problems that exist in the property information are
also described. How and what kind of information is presented to the Court for resolving

disputes as to the compensation amount payable is also discussed. Information for this
chapter is primarily based on the author's experience in Cyprus as a lawyer and valuer.

5.1 Information Requirements for Valuation

To carry out their tasks, valuen require ceriain data and information products. A
valuation map is one such necessary product, as it shows the size, shape and location of
each property. The property file is also of great importance as it contains vital
information, such as the unique parcel identifier number, street address, sales history and
characteristics of the property. Valuations can be only as accurate as the property data on

which they are based. If property data is Uicomplete or inaccurate, even the best appraisal
procedures and techniques cannot produce accurate value estimates [International
Association of Valuing Officers, 19771. Details on the information that is required to be
gathered by a valuer in order to denve the value of a plot of land that is being acquired by
the Govemment are given below.

Site Inspection
A site inspection of the property to be acquired needs to be performed in order to

examine its physical characteristics; the surrounding area of the property in question is
also exarnined. The valuer needs to determine the lo~aihii,shyc; u d size of the property,
so that possible factors that may affect the value of the land are identified. Value rnay
depend upon whether the property is siniated in an area considered to be high value
residentiat, ripe for development, a tourist area, has accessibility to roads that connect to
highways and other towns, etc.

5.1.2

Comparable Sales

Information on comparable sales of properties needs to be gathered fkom various
sources. The information should relate to properties situated in the same area, or the
neighbouring area, of the land king acquired and for sales which were executed during a
reasonable period before and after the Notice of Aquisition was issued. The material date
that should be used for determining the value of the property king acquired is the date of
the Notice of Acquisition [see Section 4.1.4

1. Where comparable sales are not avaiiable as

of that date, then the related information can be obtained firom as f u back as may seem

necessary in order to enable the valuer to determine the market value of the property.
Once the relevant comparable sales have k e n gathered, a site inspection of
comparable properties is carried out to identify their physical characteristics. These
characteristics are exarnined and evaluated in relation to the propnzy being acquired, to
determine their similarities and Merences.

5.1.3

Legal Characteristics
The legal characteristics of the property king acquired are of great importance to

the valuer. Planning zones need to be identified in order to obtain the density and coverage

factors, as weli as the pem&ed use of the property in question. Coverage represents the

maximum percentage of the plot that can be covered with buildings, whereas density
represents the maximum percentage of building space in ail pennitted storeys. Another
important characteristic is whether the property is situated w i t b a drinking water
supply ma, and if it is within a zone with various services such as electricity, telephone,
etc. This information needs to be gathered for the property king acquired as weil as for
the comparable sales properties. ûther legal characteristics rnight include rent agreements

and easements. This information may be fomd in the titie, on survey plans, landlord
contracts or by local inspection.

5.1.4

Legal Provisions
The legal status of property is identifieci by taking into consideration the relevant

legislation and case law conceming the acqisitiori and valuation of land. The provisions
of the Antiquities Law, Sîreets and Buildings (Regulation) L m , Town and Country
Planning Law, Compulsory Acquisition Proprty Lmv and the Comtiîution, relating to the

assessment of compensation, are of great importance to the valuer. For instance, under the
provisions of the Compulsory Acquisition Property L m , the material date for the
assessment of compensation is the date the Notice of Acquisition was issued.
Case law related to the compensation amount payable for land king acquired are

also identified by the valuers. These laws could prove usefùl in circ~l]a~f~~11ces
where the
valuer is called upon in Court to give evidence as an expert witness in cases where
disputes arise as to the compensation amount payable.

5.2 Information Management
The above information required for determining the value of the property to be
acquired is gathered fiom various sources. The main source is the Department of Lands
and Surveys @LS), as al1 transactions related to land are executed and lodged at the
Department. Other sources are reai estate agencies, other govemmental departments,
building contractors, newspapen etc. These sources are described briefly below.

The Department of Lands and Surveys @LS)

5.2.1

The DLS is the main source for obtaining information related to land transactiom.
When a property is transferred, or exchanged for anothet property, the transaction is
recorded with the Department. The data recorded are the plot number, sheet plan n m k ,
scale, and the viliageltown. Some of these records are maintained manually, others are
computerised, and in some circunistances both methods are used.
When a contract of sale has k e n completed, signed and duly stamped, the
contract must be deposited at the DLS within sixty days fiom the date of the contract in
order to be manuaily lodged in the Land Register. The contract is also manually entend on
the plans of the Valuation Branch and then input in the sales history fïie on a computer.

The sale pnce specified in the contract can be considered by the valuer, dong with other
comparable sales data ,when determining the value of land. Of course, the sale price may
or may not be accepted by the DLS at the t h e the property is being transferred into the
buyer's name. However, the sale agreement is a fact, and therefore the sale price and the
actual property value are of great signifïcance to the valuer.

The above mentioned lodgement d l allow for the provisions of the Specifc
Performance Law, Cap 232, to be executed where the need arises. Subject to the

provisions of this Law, the buyer has the right to oblige the seller, via a Court order, to
transfer the property even if the seller refuses to do so. Also, by depositing the contract
of sale against the immovable property, the buyer is sure that the seller will not be able to
mortgage or sel1 the said property to another person.

All transfers of immovable properties must be executed through the DLS. Subject
to the Immovable Property (Transjer and Mortgage) Law No.9/65, and its amendments,
in order to complete a transfer of property a declaration form must be signed by both the
seller and the buyer, and both parties must be present at the tirne the fom is deposited at
the DLS.

Before a transfer can be completed the relevant transfer fees must be paid by the
buyer. Under the provisions of the Immovable Property (Fees and Charges) h,
Cap.
219, as arnended by Law No.81/70, the DLS must find the real market value of the
property in question in order that the tramfer fees can be determined. Where the stated
sale price represents the market value of the immovable property on the date of the
agreement of sale, then that price is used to calculate the transfer fees. If this is not the
case, then the DLS has the right to adopt a higher price than that stated for determining
the fees to be payed. The value for fees is determined by the Valuation Branch of the

DLS. Transfer fees, in cases of a sale of immovable property, are levied between 5% to
8%, and they must be payed immediately after the acceptance of the declaration,

iil be deemed nuil and void.
otherwise the declaration w
This transfer is entered manually, by the Vaiuation Branch, on the back of the
relevant property plans held at the DLS. The details specified are the sale price, market
value (if diffierent h m the sale price), the extent of the property, the date of the contract,
the date the transfer was performed, file reference and the share or interest transferred,
giving also the plot number of the said property. These details are also entered into
personal cornputers on which a sales history file is maintained. The reason that double
entry is being performed is that cornputers have only recently been introduced in the
Department.
Since the transfer of immovable property is executed by the DLS, ail information
related to the sale prices and transfers of properties can easily be provided to both the

DLS and pnvate valuers. In other words comparable sales are maintained and kept up-todate by the Department. By depositing an application and paying the relevant fees, the
private sector, mainly private valuers, can obtain this information. The information is
provided in the form of a screen printout or in diskette form.
Accordhg to the provisions of the Immovuble Proprîy (Tenure, Registration and
Valuation) Law, Cap 224, properties may be sold at a public auction. Such sales are

usually for the repayment of mortgage debts or they have been authorised by a court
through a relevant Writ of Sale of Immovable Property in satisf=?im of a judgement debt.

On rare occasions registered owners (or the hein of a deceased registered owner) wish to
sel1 their property in a public auction. If that is the case, they apply to an auctioneer to
provide ali the necessary details for the said auction.
A sale by public auction is always conducted by a quaiifïed auctioneer appointed
by the Director of the DLS. It is carried out in the town or village in which the property
is situated. The purchaser of the immovable property is the highest bidder. Property sales
executed through auctions are lodged in the DLS records that relate to the transfer of
property. In this way the DLS stores al1 the information concerning the necessary
property, which can be accessed at any time to be compared with other sales when
valuing property.
As mentioned above the

DLS information is available to public and private

valuers. But the information is not available to the general public. Sales history
information is provided to professional valuers. AU govemment and quasi government
departments are provided with as much land information as they require to carry out their
fùnctions effectively. Such information may include cadastral plans, property owner lists,
categories of property as well as al1 kinds of property valuations. Al1 the above
mentioned data plus the assessrnent roll of the owners is also provided to municipalities,
sewage boards and village authorities in exchange of a fee. Banks are able to receive
information conceming any impediments such as mortgages, encumbrances and
prohibitions. Aerial photographs, maps and cadastral plans are provided to the public.

5.2.2

Town and Country Planning Department
The Town and Country Planning Department (TCPD) provides information on

zoning laws, density and coverage and building permits The preparation and adoption of

mning laws is achieved with the cooperation of Local Authorities. However, the
Department ofien d e s its own decisions, ignoring views and decisions of the Local
Authorities. Zoning laws are published in the official Gazette of the Republic of C'm as
Regdatory Administrative Acts. The maps and plans are drawn and published together
with the mning iaws. After the publication of the mning laws, maps and plans are sent to
the Local Authorities, the DLS and the District Administration Offices. Copies of such

maps and plans are held by both the head office and the district offices of the Town and

Country Planning Department.
Zoning data, building pennits and land-use data can be acquired fiom the TCPD
fiee of charge by any interested person. The information is presented in the form of
photocopies taken fiom the manuaily prepared plans kept in book form. The legal aspect
of the zoning data is obtained fÎom the Department and fiom the Guzette of the Republic
of Cyprus. TCPD is responsibie for maintainhg al1 this data, as it is the officia1

department for providing the relevant idormation.
Information on buildings is obtained from the TCPD as well as from the local
authorities. This information may also be acquired b m the Department of Lands and
Surveys once the application for registration of the buildings has been deposited at the

DLS by the registered owner.
5.2.3

Private Sector
Another source of information is the private sector. Estate agents and private land

valuers can provide information relateci to the actuai sale prices of properties which may
not have been lodged in the DLS. By gathering this information, a valuer can easily
compare it with the idonnation obtained fiom the DIS in order to end up with a better
result.

Architects, civil engineers, building contractors and other developen, who deal
daily with the development of land and buildings are well informed on all the construction
costs and development of land. They also have special experience in construction that
may be important in valuation. Al1 this information is stored in their manually kept
records, and is presented to their customers, and other individuals interested in matters
related to land, in the fonn of photocopies. The price of such photocopies can be quite
high depending on how quickly the customer requires the relevant information and for
what reason it is required.

5.2.4

Case Law Reports

Case Law Reports can ofien provide invaluable information to the valuer, when
calculating the value of the property that is to be compulsorily acquired. The task of the
valuer is quite often very difficult due to the various restrictions or limitations that seem
to be imposed upon a particular property. By evduating the judgements that bave been
issued in court cases related to disputes over the compensation amount payable for the
acquisition of land, the valuer is able to identiQ, as far as possible, facts that can help to
obtain an accurate value estimate.
To maintain al1 the facts, decisions and judgements presented and issued in court
cases the Courts use a sophisticated cornputer system. This system is centralised,
allowing the possibility of automatic transmission of data among legal court systems.
Most lawyers are also linked to this qstem, through the personal cornputers installed at
their offices. When a valuer or a client ~ q u i r ecertain
s
information on a court case report,
the lawyer is able to retrieve the required data in a very efficient manner. An annual fee is
payed for access to such information.

Newspapers and Magazines

5.2.5

Newspapers and magazines advertise properties that are up for sale. Searching
through these one can find considerable up-to-date information conceming prices in
different areas. Although this is not a very efficient way to fïnd and adopt values, an idea
of the pnces in the open market and the prices that people declare in the sale contract can
be obtained.

5.3 Associated Problems

Manually Kept Records

5.3.1

A great deal of land-related idonnation needs to be accurnulated by valuers if they

are to carry out their task effectively. This data needs to be stored in a place providing

physical security where it can be easily accessed and updated. Uofortunately, in Cyprus
mod of the information related to land is recorded manuaily in registers, which are then
stored in vaults. Therefore, the task of obtaining information, such a s comparable sales, is
ofien very time-consurning for the valuer. New property sale prices, new building
erection costs, etc, are often delayed in being updated due to the existing manual
procedures.

The DLS, the main source of providing such information, has identifieci the need
to cornputerise its manually kept records, and therefore has begun to instail cornputers in
various branches. The Sales History Files have now been completely computerised. They
have been indexed by plot numbers, sheet plan numbers, scales and the villagel town
location. This information has been made available to the general public. The response
tirne to enquiries has k e n cut down tremendowly.

Calculation of Property Values

5.3.2

Although valuations of properties are carrieci out in a meticulously professionai
and thorough marner, the technology used is generally very inefficient. A p t h m data
king collected and collated, ail valuation calculations are manuaiiy perfonned. There is a

need to introduce computer assisted vaiuation techniques in order that mathematical
calculations can be speeded up and provided more efficiently. Another advantage for
having cornputers is the possibility of perforrning anaiysis of certain trends in the value of
property over a certain period of time and perfomiing other modelling techniques.

Comparable Sales

5.3.3

There is also an issue as to whether the declared sale pnces of properties are
correct or not. In many circumstances false declarations of lower sale prices are given at
the stage when the property is king tninsferred into the buyer's name. There are two

reasons for this:
a)

with every sale, capital gains taxa are paid, which are cumntly at 20% on
the difference between the sale price and the property value as of 11111980
in current CYPs. In cases where the property was sold after 1980 the
value of the property is the sale price plus inflation. The seller may insist
on declaring a lower amount in order to pay less tax;

b)

purchasers pay transfer fees between 5% and 8% of the sale price, and
therefore they may want to pay lower fees. Also, they will want to declare

a lover value to the incorne tax office, although it may not be accepted.
Subject to the provisions of the Immovable Properw (Fees and Charges)

Law, Cap. 219, as amended by L m No. 81/70 people pay transfer fees

based on the market value of the property to be traasfemd.

For comparable sales, the opposite can actually occur. That is, a higher price than
the actual sale price can be declared for at least twr, reasom:
a)

when dealers buy property fiom people who have no comection with the
purchase or sale of property, and then re-seil the property at a later date,
wiU pay less capital gains tax if the original purchase price is inflated;

b)

when the dealers want to obtain a higher loan fiom the bank, they may
declare a higher value of the property.

In both cases, valuers cm be led to wrong conclusions and their calculations may
be incorrect if they are based on comparable sales where false declarations of sale prices

have been made. Therefore both DLS and private valuea should investigate al1
comparable sale property information in detail to determine the real market price, and in
tum to provide the actual value that properties have.

Supreme Court Decisioas

There is much case law related to the compensation for land acquired due to an
existing archaeological interest. The decisions of the District Courts are based upon the
evidence provided during the hearing, and on the examination of the valuers brought before
the Court as expert witnesses. The impression that the valuers give to the District Court,
the presentation of their valuation procedures and their effort to convince the Court that
their estimation is correct are important elements that influence the Court's nnal decision.
Sometimes small details provided as evidence by the witnesses or during the
examination of the valuer, or the impression that the valuer provides the Court, affect the
final decision of the District Judge. Although the Supreme Court decisions are binding, it
is of great importance that the evidence brought before the District Court is carefutly
presented, in order that the correct assumptions are provided. The whole procedure
followed during each compulsory acquisition case, the presentation of complex, technical

information, the out-corne of the trial due to the evidence provided, and the Judge's
disposition are important factors in issuing the finai judgement.
The Supreme Court examines the soundness of the District Court's decision. The
judgment of the Supremc Court constitutes a "res judicata" and a guideüne for sukquent
cases presented before the District Court. As a d e , the judgements issued after those
provided by the Supreme Court must be consistent with those where the facts of the
cases are s i d a r .
The procedure that is required to be taken by the District Civil Court is very tirne
consuming due to the many different types of cases that the judge is required to make
decisions on. Cases Vary fiom accidents to al1 khds of civil actions taken against other
people. Often information presented by the expert witness is not completely understood
by the judge presiding over the case. The decision taken in a particular case may have
been decided by some small details that may have either been overestimated or not taken
into consideration as seriously as they should have ken.
One solution to the problem of evaluating technical evidence would be to establish
a special Court where cases related to antiquities can be tried. A Land Acquisition
Tribunal could be established to deal only with the acquisition of properties. Such a
Tribunal has existed in the past but was abolished. The judge would be aided by the
associate judges in evaluating valuation evidence and in making a decision. The associate
judges should be qualifiecl and expert vaiuers.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The antiquities of Cypnis are the sacred symbols of the beginning and continuhg
evolution of the island's histoncal art and culture. These antiquities have been discovered
either after extensive research or through accidental circumstances by both foreign and
Cypriot archaeologists and by non-archaeologists. Their protection, restoration and
preservation is considered, by the Governrnent, to be of great importance and therefore
needs to be administered carefbliy.
This report has shown how complex matters related to antiquities c m be. It has

also shown how difficult it is for valuers to denve the correct amount of compensation
payable to the land holder of a property that is king acquired at the site of an ancient
monument. Conclusions and recommendations on the legd, ahkistrative, land use and
value, and land information management issues are provided below.

6.1 Legal Issues

Since the enactment of the Antiquities L m , 1935 many legal benefits and
limitations can be identified in matters related to the protection of antiquities. The f
k
t
legal benefit is that al1 archaeological findings autornatically becorne the property of the
Govemment and therefore their protection and the islaad's history is maintained. Other
legal advantages are:
a)

al1 excavations are monitored and licences are only issued to comptent and
qualified people;

b)

penalties are imposed on persons carrying out iliegal excavations andor carrying
out illegal dealings in antiquities ;

C)

the export of antiquities is prohibited;

d)

the Director of the Department of Antiquities has the power to maintain the
arctiaeological character of the lands identifieci as ancient monuments as weii as the
neighbouring lands;

e)

the Director also has the power to compulsorily acquire lands with an
archaeological interest by paying a compensation amount to the registered owner
of the property king acquired.
But there are many limitations in the Law. The fact that the Antiquities h,
1935

-

is written in two different languages - Greek and English creates many problems in
understanding and interpethg the existing Law appropriately. This could be remedied by
having the Law recognized as primary evidence in the Greek language which is one of the
officiai languages of Cyprus (i.e., the Greek interpretation is given priority).
Legal problems arise in matters relating to the compulsory acquisition of lands
with an historical value when determining the compensation arnount payable for acquiring

the land in question. Each person valuing such property is driven to different conclusions
and esthates. This is mainiy caused by the different ways that each person interprets:
a)

the Antiquities Law, 1935;

6)

Article 23 of the Constitution;

C)

the Compulsory Acquisition Lmv;

d)

Court case judgements.
The main problem is that the valuers fiom the Department of Lands and Surveys

start fiom the premise that a property which is afTected by any restrictions of the

Antiquities Law is less attractive and therefore of relatively low value, whereas as private

valuers argue that such restrictions must be compensated in full. What is needed is new
legislation that will clarify al1 the points that are interpreted differently by the valuers of

both the pnvate and public sector in order that a d o m Law is achieved. This includes
resolving such issues as:

a)

what shouid be considered as "material loss";

b)

what date should be considered to determine the vaIue of land;

c)

whether properties listed in Schedde "B"before 1960 are deprived of the right to
compensation for the restrictions and Limitations irnposed;

d)

what date should be considered for the material loss encountered due to the
restrictions and limitations?
Another legal problem is that at the t h e the Antiquities Law, 1935 was enacted,

land in Cyprus was of little value and mainly used for agricdtural purposes. Today, the
demand for land in Cyprus has increased greatly, mainly due to population ïncrease, as
well as to the burgeoning tourist trade. These factors put greater pressure on land for
building and environmental protection, and the use of land in Cyprus bas changed
considerably fiom agricultural purposes to development purposes. The impact on
protection of mtiquities and valuation is that, as available land for development purposes
becomes limited, registered owners tend to demand more money for their property. They
hope to obtain, as compensation, the amount that they would have received had their
property not been imposed with restrictions. In this way they might have adequate funds
to be able to buy another plot of land fiee fiom restrictions for development purposes.

The Antiquities Lmu was not designed for these changes in land use and amendments have
not addressed this issue.
It is therefore recommended that the Govermnent review the Antiquiîies Law with
al1 of the above issues considered. A special cornmittee of private valuers, DLS valuea
and representatives of the Court should be established to recommend to the Government

specific solutions for the valuation issues.

6.2 Administrative
The Department of Antiquities is enriched with qualified archaeologists who
continuously carry out research in order to improve their knowledge on brrrial customs,
tomb architecture and religious beliefs of previous civiiizations that have settled on the
island of Cyprus. Foreign archaeologists still continue to be interested in the island's
history and therefore often corne to carry out their own excavations or to participate in
existing excavations. The interest shown by foreigners, provides support for the
Department to obtain funds fiom International Organizations, such as UNESCO.The
Department is also economically supported by many Local Authotities and Boards that
show an interest in the island's relics. Tools such as detector devices and satellite
photographs are available to the Department and archaeological survey tearns are able to
c a r y out field work to ident*

possible ancient remnants.

The Antiquities Lmv. 1935provides the Director of the Department of Antiquities
with the necessary powers to administer matters related to antiquities efficiently and
effectively. Once ancient monuments are discovered, the plots of land on which the
discovery has been made are included in Schedule "B", the owner is verified and the
property plots are marked on the plans with the letters "A.M.ll(ancient monuments). The
Director has the power to request the compulsory acquisition of property considered to

be of importance for carrying out the Department's objectives efficiently.
One problem associated with the administration of antiquities is that many people
on the island have a private collection of antiquities that have not k e n recorded in the
Department of Antiquities' files. Although a recent amendment to the Antiquities Luw,

1935 required that al1 private holdings of antiquities be provided to the Department in the
f o m of a kt, very few have come forward. It is believed that legal action will be needed if
the lists are to be obtained as people are reluctant to give up their possessions. As people
are often reluctant to for sentimental reasons to be deprived of their belongings, it is

recommended that people be allowd to have their own private coliection on the condition
that such a collection be exhibited when required. In this way the Antiquities Department
would be able to record the antiquities in their files, have photographs of the items and
hold a list of the coliectors' names.
Another major problem associated with the administration of antiquities is the
lack of fùnds. This is the main reason why lands with an historical value cannot be
irnmediately acquired, as well as why excavations are often deiayed in providing
satisfactory results. The result is that properties included in Schedule "B" remain the
property of the registered owners, land prices increase, the owners feel aggrieved because
they are unable to use their land or to be compensated adequately, and excavations are
unable to be conducted. In addition the Constitutional provision for "prompt"
compensation is inappropriate as the Govemment of Cypnis cannot use all of its budget
solely for the purpose of acquiring lands with an archaeological value. It is for this reason
that investigations to find other possible international fimding sources should be made. It
is also recommended that a classification be made in law of the time at which the
cûriqensation should be paid.

6.3 Land Use and Value
Archaeological sites are protected in order that they are not destroyed by to
weather conditions, illicit dealings in antiquities, unauthorized excavations, and normal
land use and development. They are included in Schedule "B"so that they may be
acquired at some ftture date to preserve, maintain and restore the ancient monuments that
exist on such lands. The intention of Schedule "B"is to be able to have a list of al1 the
plots of land in which ancient monuments exist as well as to be able to protect them.
The Law protects the boundary areas of these monuments so that the buildings
that are erected in the immediate border area of the ancient monuments must be consistent

with the character and style of the monuments. Before building penaits are issued the
owners are obliged to deposit at the Town and Country Planning Department detailed
plans for development, which are in turn sent to the Director of Aotiquities to be checked
and approved.

Archaeological lands can only be used for cdtivation purposes and are therefore
considered to have a lower value than other lands. When such lands are to be acquired,
compensation is paid to the land holder. Until 1983, properties included in Schedule "B"
before 1960 were provided with a lower compensation than those properties included in
Schedule "B" after 1960. The provisions of the Constitution and the Compulsory
Acquisiiion (Amendmeno Law No. 25/83 changed this by stating that consideration should

be given to the loss encountered, due to the restrictions, and added to the amount
detennined as king the market value of the property.
Valuations are carried out by DLS the valuers acting on behalf of the Republic, and
by pnvate valuers acting on behalf of private individuals. Due to the different valuation

approach taken by the parties concemed a different compensation amount is derived
forcing the parties to apply to the Courts to determine the correct value of the lands in
question.
As recommended in Section 6.1 a special committee should be established in order

to resolve the following issues:
1.

valuation procedures;

2.

interpretation of legislation related to antiquities;

3.

confonnity of Supreme Court judgements;

4.

qualifications for valuers.

6.4 Land Information Management
In Cypnis land-related information is relatively easy to access since aiî agencies
involved reference uifonnation on property by plot number, sheet plan number, d e , and
villagehown. The main source of information is the Department of Lands and Surveys as
al1 transactions related to property are recorded in the Department's records. Although al1
this idormation is available to the public and private sector valuers, the general public is
only able to receive sales history data. Other sources of information are the Town and

Country Planning Department, which provides idormation on zoning laws and building
permits, the private sector that can provide information on real property sale prices and
construction costs, Case Law Reports, and the media.
Most of the information related to land is recorded manually in registers and then
stored in vaults. Due to the existing manual procedures, new property sale prices,
building erection costs, etc. are often delayed in being updated in the relevant files. The

task of retrieving information is often a tirne-consuming process. However, the DLS has
identified the need to computerize its records and has already rnanaged to input much of
its data into cornputers. There is a need however to investigate other uses of cornputer
technology to support valuation, specificaily :
1.

computer assisted valuations for efficient and effective vaiuation services;

2.

statistical modeliing techniques to calculate curent property market values;

3.

computer assisted methods to analyze trends in the value of property over a
certain period of time;

Another problem is the issue as to whether the declared sale prices of properties
are real or nat, as mentioned in Section 5.3.3. Where comparable d e s are required for
valuation purposes, valuers can be led to incorrect results if they are based on data where

false declarations of sale pnces have k e n made. investigations should therefore be made

by both the private and public sectors to ensure that the available data is as correct as
possible.
Disagreements related to the compensation of land are often solved in Court. As
judges presiding over such cases are often unaware of al1 the factors considered when
determining the value of lands, Werent decisions have been taken resulting in an array of
Court case precedents. It is therefore recommended that a Tribunal be established to
adjudicate cases related to the acquisition of properties. In this way the judge, who should

be a quaiified land valuer, would have adequate help h m the assoçiated judges - qualified
and expert valuers- in evaluating valuation evidence and providing a judgement.

6.5 Summary

Antiquities and ancient monuments form the history and culture of Cyprus and
their protection is the duty of every citizen. With the existence of ancient remnants we
are in a position to know the culture, architecture, the way of life and the means used by
the people who lived on this island many years ago. Antiquities provide insight on the
past to the citizens of Cyprus today, as well as the rest of the world. The protection,
restoration and preservation of antiquities requires a great deal of money. As the
Government of Cyprus does not have adequate funds for administering antiquities
effectively, other international fiinding sources should be sought
Existing legislation needs to be amended so as to be clearly understood by al1
parties involved in matters related to antiquities. This would resolve the main issue
related to determining the value of lands with an archaeological value in cases of
compulsory acquisition. The establishment of a special committee formed by experienced
valuers and representatives of the Court should be able to, among other things, resolve the
issues related to the valuation procedures and interpretation of legislation related to
antiquities.

These changes wiii improve the preservation of antiquities and aiiow appropriate
development, reduce Legal costs for the State, reduce delays and improve the quaiity of
valuations camed out by both the public and private sector valuers.
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APPENDIX 1
Example of a Sub-Divideà Plot Showing S u ~ e y e dDimensions

APPENDIX II
EXAMPLE OF A VALUATION REPORT

VALUATION REPORT

Acauisition rewa

a)

Notice of Aquisition:

1831109.12.1994

b)

Order of Acquisition :

497 114.04. 1995

ason for-A

. ..

Construction of an intemal road network in the Industrial Zone area of
Ayios Athanasios.
Describtion of the
Plot 972 of sheet/plan 54/73 of the municipality of Ayios Athanasios. An
extent of 0-0-705 sq. m. has been acquired. The above mentioned property
is registered in the name of the claimant with a registration number 9536
and has a total extent of 0-3-456sq.m.
Phvsical and Id-

..

It adjoins the southem side of the Industrial area of Ayios Athanasios and

-

is situated south of the Nicosia Limassol highway and near the Linopetra
refugees' settlement. The property has no access to the public road. It is
situated within the Ba4 Zone which is an industrial zone and which came
into effect with the Limassol local plans according to the 193611.12.90. In
the Zone Ba4 industries of a limited obtrusive degree with a density of

0.90: 1 and a coverage of 0.50: 1. For the Chart Zone see mark C.

ethod of ValThe Cornparison Method is used.

The comparable properties are shown in the Comparable Sales Table
movided.

7.

On the basis of the compa!rable sales and taking into consideration the
situation, access, extent, shape and legal characteristics of the property to

be valued in comparison with the comparable sales, as purchase value the
amount of CYP 14,00O./Dec is adopted.
9.

Valuafion
Total Extent :O-3-456 sq.m.
Acquired Extent:

0-0-705

@ CYP 14,OOOJDec. =

9,870.00

Less 10% for the remaùiing extent of 0-2-75 1 sq. m.
(Plot.972) @ CYP 14,000.iDec.

-

3,85 1.O0

Compensation Amount

Note: Under the Notice of Acquisition the property obtains access to the public road.

Due to this it is considered that the property has been provided with a
10% enhancement, an amount which is deducted fiom the amount of

compensation payable.
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